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ABSTRACT
ITS systems have been deployed for last one and a half decades. Their aim is to increase a traffic flow rate in a road network
of an urbanized area, to improve the comfort of driving as well as to decrease the pollution. A lot of commercial software
are is available to simulate road traffic in urbanized areas. Some of them are suitable to perform traffic simulations of
intelligent transportation systems via traffic modeling. A process of traffic modeling exploiting numerical simulations
for an urban area where an ITS is deployed requires provision of digital maps, traffic demand amongst city zones, traffic
signalization micro-programs being executed in the environment that can imitate a dynamic behavior of traffic lights at
intersections in the ITS. In this paper an execution environment, developed by the ArsNumerica Group, that launches
a road traffic micro-simulation is used to audit a performance of intersections’ signalization micro-programs on one of
the main arteries in the city of Wrocław (Poland).

Keywords: traffic modeling, intelligent transportation system auditing, road traffic simulations

1. Introduction
Simulating an intelligent transportation system is a complicated
task. It requires provision of
tdigital maps,
ttraffic demand amongst city zones,
ttraffic signalization micro-programs being executed in the
environment that can imitate a dynamic behavior of traffic
lights at intersections in the intelligent transport system.
Digital maps may be provided by local geo-data providers
(the reality in Poland means that it is e.g. [4]) or free global
ones e.g. [5]. Usually traffic demand in the form of an origin
destination matrix is calculated numerically from some kind of
cordon measurements like e.g. [6] or can come from GPS data
[7]. Full trip surveillance methods are expensive and are rarely
used. For the simulation of an intelligent transportation system
link count data is readily available. Such data was used to obtain
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an input to a procedure described in [3] to calculate origination
destination matrix.
The last crucial element is dynamic traffic lights control. In an
intelligent transportation system traffic light phases are prolonged
or shortened depending on the flow rate on particular lanes (c.f.
[8] for Wrocław’s instance of the ITS). That is why simple static
settings of traffic light logic is not sufficient for the simulation.
In this paper we present an integrated execution environment
to dynamically simulate traffic light phase adjustment on multiple
intersections included into the intelligent transportation system.
Such an environment enables us to calibrate the traffic model
against any parameters of a single simulation. The idea of such
an integrated environment was already used in the field of
electro-magnetic designing (c.f. [12]). Due to this fact such an
environment can be used to check whether a better performance
can be achieved with different parameters. A numerical example
concerns one of the main arteries in the city of Wrocław (Poland).
In the example presented in this paper the sequence table is
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parametrized and the simulations with flows from real life link
counts from peak hours are tested. Such an assessment of an
intelligent transportation system is a detailed extension of the
assessment methodologies described in [9].

2. Dynamic simulation of the city
2.1. Static vs dynamic simulation
Dealing with a dynamic traffic simulation is far more complicated
than with a static one. For a static simulation traffic light settings
are set once for the whole simulation time. To define a static
simulation it is sufficient to have
1. a road network definition,
2. defined traffic flows dependent on a traffic demand supplied,
3. static light signalization logic settings for a simulator such as
SUMO [2].
For a dynamic simulation light signalization settings are adjusted
according to changes in traffic flow. In the traffic simulation SUMO
[2] such an adjustment can be performed using the TraCI extension
[2]. To define the whole configuration one needs to get
1. a road network definition,
2. defined traffic flows dependent on a supplied traffic demand,
3. TraCI client configured so that it may connect to the SUMO simulator running the simulation defined by the latter two points,
4. an intersections’ micro-programs executor that with the use of
the TraCI client
tmay read current flow at the specified lanes of the roads,
tmay change current traffic light settings at the end time of
the last sequence for the next cycle depending on a measured
flow at specified detectors.
In [10] and [15] the implementation of an execution environment
that fulfills the above conditions for a dynamic simulation was
presented. Having defined a road network with validation detectors
and traffic trips using origin destination matrix method [3] of a SUMO
trip generator [2] for link count data – coming from an intelligent
transportation system in a certain period of time. The last element
needed are micro-programs to define a dynamic signalization control.
For this purpose we extended a TCL language free interpreter PICOL
[11] to be able to read validation detector counts and set traffic lights
logic for the next cycle.
The original implementation of the above interpreter covered
the following instructions
1. variables of simple types numeric, string and boolean,
2. substitution instruction,
3. loop instruction,
4. if instruction,
5. a calculator of expressions using variables and constants of the
data types served,
6. procedure calls.
Our extension of the above interpreter covered
1. arrays,
2. access to predefined validation detectors,
3. access to predefined traffic light logic.

4

Fig. 1. An example of a sequence table. Intersection corresponding
to a sequence table [own study]

Using the above extension allowed us to write and execute
TCL microprograms for a sequence of intersections on one of
the main arteries in the city of Wrocław – Legnicka Street. The
microprograms correspond to those from the GERTRUDE system
[8] in the intelligent transportation system deployed in the city.
For each intersection its sequence table can be provided in an
XML file. A sequence table is a table containing a description of
the whole cycle of the specified intersection divided into seqeunces
(phases) with their durations and possibility of the prolongation
(see Figure 1). In Figure 2 we show an example of a microprogram
to dynamically control an intersection.

Fig. 2. An example of a microprogram for two intersections such as
in Fig. 1 [own study]
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Also Particle Swarm Optmization methods can be used such
DV>@WKDWZHUHDSSOLHGWRWUDI¿FOLJKWVRSWLPL]DWLRQLQ>@

3. Execution framework for
calibration of parameters
On the top of the simulation environment there is a framework
of the execution environment that is driven by a global optimization
algorithm. A global optimization algorithm optimizes a quality of
the simulation depending on the parameters. The structure of the
implemented environment is shown in Figure 3.

3.1. Parameter space – constrained space
The parameters in the case of the auditing of the sequence of
signalized intersections are their sequence tables. In the examples in
the next section a time of the prolongation and the initial duration
of the chosen sequence in the table are our optimized parameters.
The parameters are changed in certain prescribed ranges. Of course
the framework can serve also for calibration of parameters such as
Krauss model parameters [13]. Into the parameter space we can
also include offsets of the chosen phases so that the green wave
optimization can be performed [14].

3.2. Objective functions
As an objective function we have chosen the average length
of queues on the lights during a whole simulation. The total time
of all trips can also be chosen. The objective functions used for
calibration of the measurements are usually mean square error
between measured data and the data obtained from the simulation.
The nature of such functions is described in [13].

4. Global optimization
algorithms
As a global optimization algorithm we used Matlab [18] implementation of the Genetic Algorithm based Augmented Lagrangian method for constrained optimization [16]. The augmented
Lagrangian method is a connection of the penalty function method with the common Lagrange multipliers method. For the n-th
intersection auditing the input vector has a form

5. Auditing procedure
An overview of assessment methodologies of an intelligent
transportation system can be found in [9]. The concept of the
auditing procedure with the use of the framework described in the
previous section relies on the as close as possible recovery of the
traffic conditions in the analyzed network. The procedure consists
of the following steps:
1. Prepare a road network model.
2. Prepare traffic demand in the form of a log of a link count data
in a prescribed time window.
3. Calculate an origin destination matrix to establish routes.
4. Prepare sequence tables for all cross-sections in the analyzed
network that is valid for the analyzed intelligent transportation
system.
5. Prepare a table of offsets in case of an arteria simulation.
6. Prepare micro-programs in TCL for the ArsNumerica
environment that correspond to those executed in the analyzed
intelligent transportation system with the sequence tables defined
in the previous step.
7. Run Global Optimization Algorithm with the ArsNumerica
execution environment with the above settings of the network,
sequence tables for the intersections included and microprograms.
The aim is to minimize the objective function measuring a quality
of the performance of traffic in the network for the specified
settings of parameters. The parameters are
(a) sequence tables,
(b) offset table
8. if the traffic is recovered by the simulation with nominal settings
(those corresponding to the real intelligent transportation system
settings) then
(a) if the objective function can be radically decreased then
something is wrong in the analyzed intelligent transportation system
(b) if the objective function cannot be improved the real setting seems to be OK.

x = (r1¿[1 , … , ri ¿[i , ri +1¿[i +1 , … ,
1
1
1
1
ri ¿[i , … , ri +1¿[i +1 , … ri +l¿[i +l)
2

2

(n-1)

(n-1)

where components ri ¿[i , … , ri
k

k

n

¿[i

–1
k+1

–1
k+1

n

of vector x concern

the k-th intersection sequence table for k = 1, … , n–1. For n-th
intersection corresponding components are ri +1¿[i +1 , … , ri +l ,
n

n

n

¿[i +l where the sequence table is parametrized with 2l variables.
n

This notation corresponds to entries of the sequence table shown
in e.g. 1 so the ri +j correspond to j-th sequence T column entry and
k

Fig. 3. Execution environment structure [own study]

¿[i +j correspond to j-th sequence Fix column entry.
k
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6. Example of Legnicka
optimization
With the use of the proposed procedure and the implemented
environment we perform the assessment of three cross-sections on
Legnicka Street – one of the main arteries in the City of Wrocław.

Fig. 4. Legnicka and Lotnicza Street in the city of Wrocław – the
Open Street Map imported SUMO model [own study]

The steps from section 5 were performed as follows:
1. The network model was taken from open street maps [5]
2. Prepare traffic demand in the form of a log of a link count
data in a prescribed time window.
The link count data were received from the Wrocław intelligent transportation system for the working days between 1223 May 2014 in the morning peak hour i.e. 7:15-8:15. The data
then is average link count from 10 working days.
3. Calculate origin destination matrix to establish routes.
The SUMO tool DfRouter [2] was used. It has to be noted that
this tool works only for relatively simple networks up to 20
cross-sections and without roundabouts. That means it cannot
be used in the process of modeling of the city or larger regions.
For this purpose the method described in [3] has to be used.
4. Prepare sequence tables for all cross-sections in the analyzed network that is valid for the analyzed intelligent transportation system.

defined in the previous step.
The example of the micro-program for our execution environment is shown in Figure 7. This program enables auditing
three intersections on Lotnicza and Legnicka street i.e. Na
Ostatnim Groszu, Bajana and Hutnicza.
7. Run Global Optimization Algorithm with the ArsNumerica execution environment with the above settings of the
network, sequence tables for the intersections included and
microprograms.
We use as parameters of the optimization only some entries
of sequence tables of three cross-sections. The optimization
concerned 6 variables in sequence tables shown in Figure 5.
The variables enabled us to parametrize the duration of all
main green phases and corresponding red phases and also
prolongation for the intelligent transportation system. Offsets
were taken from the intelligent transportation system such as
shown in step 5. of this procedure. The objective function was
the sum of all queue lengths during the time of the simulation
at all intersections.
8. If the traffic is recovered by the simulation with nominal
settings (those corresponding to the real intelligent transportation system settings) then
(a) if the objective function can be radically decrease then something wrong is in the analyzed intelligent transportation system
(b) if the objective function cannot be improved the real setting seems to be OK.

Fig. 6. Phases for the “Na Ostatnim Groszu str.” intersection
corresponding to the sequence table presented in Fig. 5b
[own study]

Fig. 5. Sequence tables for (a) two first simple intersections (Bajana
str. and Hutnicza str.), (b) a more complicated intersection
(Na Ostatnim Groszu str.)

5. Prepare a table of offsets in case of an arteria simulation.
6. Prepare micro-programs in TCL for ArsNumerica environment that correspond to those executed in the analyzed
intelligent transportation system with the sequence tables

6

As is clear from Figure 8 no substantial decrease of the
objective function was achieved during optimization the Genetic
algorithm using ITS flows. When the inflow is increased in the
entering intersection and outflow increased at other three big
intersections, then as it is seen at Figure 9 the objective function
can be improved even by 25%.
Table 1. Offsets in the Intelligent Transport System in Wrocław for
Lotnicza and Legnicka Street [own study]
Crossection ID
in the ITS
1
262
71

Crossed Street Name

Offset in [s]

Jana Pawła II
PdP
Rybacka

50
46
71
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98
100
69
76
75
73
91
88
144
74
66
1066
222

Pl. Strzegomski
Złotoryjska
Zachodnia
Niedźwiedzia
Małopanewska
Wejherowska
Milenijna
(Na Ostatnim Groszu)
Horbaczewskiego
Bajana
Hutnicza
Metalowców wsch.
Metalowców zach.
Pilczyce

27
38
78
35
22
39
34
82
35
83
71
66
41

7. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a concept of the methodology of
numerical auditing of intelligent transportation system traffic light
settings and their dynamic behavior. We presented a four level
environment that enables us to simulate a dynamic behavior of the
intelligent transportation system. This is done by the ability of the
environment to execute to each intersection its micro-program
that can dynamically – according to the sequence table – change
duration of phases, keeping phases coordination

Fig. 7. Micro-program to audit three intersections along Legnicka
Street in Wrocław [own study]

and drivers safety. The software that implements this environment
was developed by the ArsNumerica Group. In the paper the
auditing procedure was described and applied to audit ITS in
the city of Wrocław. Using a genetic algorithm on the top of our
environment we showed numerically that light settings on the
main arteria of the city – namely Legnicka Street – are very well
suited for flows currently measured. It means that the objective
function in the optimization could not be substantially decreased
for parametrized sequence tables for three intersections. The same
was not true for flows increased by 15%. In this case queues could
have been shortened by 25%.

7PMVNFr*TTVFr/PWFNCFS

Fig. 8. (a) Parameters being optimized, (b) The objective function.
Nominal settings of traffic flows [own study]

Fig. 9. (a) Parameters being optimized. (b) The objective function.
Results for calculations performed for Legnicka Street with
flows obtained from the Wrocław ITS in May 2014 increased
inflows by 15% at the beginning of the arteria (South) and
summed 15% of outflows at the main intersections [own
study]
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ABSTRACT
One of the elements interfering road safety are weather conditions. Supporting instrument for identification of
threats are weather information systems. They are responsible for control and minimizing disadvantageous impact of
atmospheric phenomenon’s on traffic. This research presents technologies used in road meteorology. Wide range of
discussed systems include intrusive sensors that require mounting in road surface, as well as non-intrusive ones. One
of the modern solutions are mobile sensors that allows to monitor current weather situation in variable locations.
This idea seems to be an useful instrument supporting traffic management in urban areas. Mobile technology enables
fast intervention of traffic authorities and eradicating dangerous effects on road network.
The research elaborates on weather exemplary data collected by mobile sensor. Authors also established possible
solution for monitoring and control atmospheric conditions using public transportation system in urban area.

Keywords: traffic safety, atmospheric conditions, Road Weather Information System, RWIS, weather
sensors, road weather station, active road sensor, mobile road sensor, winter maintenance

1. Introduction
Although man has no control over the weather, it is possible
to observe it and draw conclusions from these observations.
Intelligent transportation systems are a big help in gathering the
necessary information. One of the areas of ITS is road meteorology.
Knowledge of weather conditions allows to reduce its negative
impact on road safety. Maintaining the proper condition of road
surface is one of the key aspects, especially during heavy rain,
snow, or the occurrence of black ice on the road, or wet leaves.
Accumulation of these substances on the road creates a great risk
of slipping by reducing traction and extending braking distance.
These dangerous situations increase the chance of losing control of
a vehicle which in turn affects the likelihood of a traffic incident.
Road meteorological systems:
tprovide information about weather conditions in the vicinity
of the road and on its surface

7PMVNFr*TTVFr/PWFNCFS

tallow sending an alert concerning the possible occurrence of
black ice or similar events adversely affecting the road safety
tsupport the planning and effectiveness of road maintenance
operations, especially during the winter
tsupport in the coordination of preventive measures based on
forecasting models and monitoring their effectiveness

2. Measurements in urban areas
Urban areas, due to the diversity and specificity of different
traffic conditions are treated as independent transport systems.
This is largely due to variety of internal and external conditions,
such as the number of movements performed in a given
urban area, the number of traffic generators and terrain and
microclimate characteristics. Modern road user in urban areas,
takes for granted that the communication route, which uses will
be maintained at a sufficiently high standard, enabling passable
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and safe to travel. Therefore, one of the most important elements
of traffic management and road infrastructure is to maintain
roads. Problems in ensuring an adequate operability level of linear
infrastructure in variable weather conditions in urban areas, can
lead to paralysis of the road network and to extend the travel time.
In this area, it is necessary not only to quickly identify changes
in the conditions on the road but also take actions aimed at early
warning and prevention of adverse surface conditions. Although
the organization of urban road maintenance activities is usually
adjusted according to microclimatic specifics, it is necessary to
introduce a decision support systems. These systems, in addition
to the delivery of timely and reliable data, allow you to specify
exactly what actions must be taken to ensure a high standard of
maintenance [2,4,5].
Both abroad and in Poland, one can observe roadside structures
equipped with sensors, solar panels and various measuring instruments.
They are compact, road weather stations. Their primary purpose is
to help the maintenance services in their activities under the current
weather conditions. Assessment of current conditions is possible
thanks to the metrological surveying of environmental parameters
in the vicinity of the road, and sending them to data distribution
centers. Where, after appropriate processing it is possible to use
them to control information and warning devices (eg. Various
message signs, information boards) or with the drivers of traffic
lights. Depending on the type of station and degree of supervision,
the station can measure the following parameters: air temperature,
humidity, dew point, wind speed and direction, the presence and
intensity of precipitation, temperature of the road surface and the
foundation, the freezing point of the liquid on the surface and
the surface conditions of the road (pavement condition: dry, wet,
muddy, snow-covered, icy), the concentration of the brine. Read
parameters to allow determine the conditions of the road and to
the develop of short-term forecasts (up to 4 hours).
From the point of view of road meteorology and road safety, one
of the most important parameters that require continuous monitoring
are road surface conditions. Information such as, temperature and
humidity, the thickness of the water film and the presence of ice on
the road, are provided by the road sensors. Usually these sensors
require strict interference in surface structure, which causes the faster
depletion of its fatigue capital. Currently, the market of invasive road
sensors is dominated by two technologies. The first is a passive sensor,
the second uses the active measurement methods. Passive technology
measures the meteorological parameters without changing the
existing situation. This method utilizes the phenomenon of electrical
conductivity and is a valuable source of information on the actual
state of the conditions on the road. However, in the case of winter
road maintenance, danger warnings are generated only when snow or
ice already covers the route. In case of active sensors it’s different. They
are able to accurately measure the temperature of the freezing point of
the liquid through the cooling liquid in the vicinity of the roadway. The
liquid turning into ice crystals releases portion of energy, this process
is recorded by the sensor which determines the freezing temperature.
Then, the sensor uses a heating element and repeats the measurement
cycle. In the market of roadside meteorological sensors there are
also non-invasive sensors, which do not interfere in the structure
of the surface. These solutions are based on optical measurements.
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Generally, the laser technology (spectrophotometric) and the sensor
itself resembles a thermal imaging camera. Measurement parameters
are based on the analysis of infrared radiation reflected of the surface
of the roadway. Non-invasive sensors are suitable for year-round
monitoring of surface friction, and the detection of the road forming
ice crystals that may pose a threat to road safety. Their advantage
is that they can be easily installed, they may be placed on a jib on
the side of the road or they may use existing road infrastructure for
mounting, eg. Road signs, signs VMS [2,6].

3. Mobile Weather Stations
Mobile Weather Stations using innovative dynamic measurement
method is taking non-intrusive sensors a step further. This cuttingedge technology combines spectroscopic measurements with GPS
system and wireless data transmission. The solution allows to monitor
pavement state in real time (using thermal mapping). Standard mobile
sensor enables to obtain following data: air temperature, relative
humidity above of the road surface, dew point temperature and
various road conditions as dry, humidity, moistness, ice or snow,
critical moisture and ice percentage as well as friction.

Fig. 1. An exemplary mounting of the mobile sensor [10]

Mobile sensor creates thermal maps, which provides a very
detailed information about road temperature differences and allows
to recognize potentially dangerous situations like ice or black ice
on the road surface. This concept seems to be particularly useful
at Road Weather Information Systems in urban areas. It enables
to control pavement state in variable locations. The dynamic
measurement itself take place in normal traffic conditions so it does
not create any disturbances in urban traffic system and it provides
precise real-time road network information. Weather conditions
on road network may differ depending on the lay of the land
and differentiation of hypsometry, especially in wintertime. This
geographical location favors thermal fluctuations and local visibility
deteriorations. The phenomenon has been determined as spatial
temperature fluctuations and it depends, not only on lay of the land,
but also on type and technical condition of the pavement, vicinity
of rivers or water reservoirs and heat-emitting service facilities. All
this factors may cause variation in the transport routes on local
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road network. The fluctuations of thermal values may reach a dozen
degrees Celsius on the several-kilometers route [7].
In urban areas, where the road network usage increases, rapid
meteorological conditions changes may lead to dangerous situations
by deterioration of road conditions. Mobile Weather Stations delivers
complex meteorological information in city center, as well as in the
suburbs. Consequently winter maintenance services are provided
with precise and accurate data, it allows them to react quickly and
effectively in cases of emergency and to generate warning messages
to road users, by analyzing the thermal maps of the area.

Using public transport in mobile measurement seems to be a
good idea. This solution is the most cost-effective due to the usage of
the existing superstructure and control of the most important routes
in the city. The regularity of public transport ensures a constant time
interval between measurements, which improve the winter road
maintenance system, as a decision support tool and taking immediate
action in cases of emergency. Knowledge of the meteorological
conditions in urbanized area allows to optimize hardware, material
and human resources. This method of measurement enables to run
statistics of meteorological conditions in the area. A similar solution,
using public transport tin mobile meteorological measurements,
has been implemented in pilot program in Florence in 2013 [8].
According to [7], in western countries, which use a mobile system
for measuring the atmospheric conditions were able to achieve a
reduction of de-icing material consumption by 20% in the season
also to improve decision-making process and increase the efficiency
of the reaction forces responsible for winter road maintenance
system.
Cieszyn public transport is maintained by the budget of the
Department of Public Utilities, which includes transport department
to maintain and implementing public transport. Currently, the
Cieszyn conducted 9 bus lines (5 urban and suburban 4) connecting
residential areas, suburbs and the neighboring town of the city.

Fig. 2. An example of a mobile sensor interface [10]

Table 1. Lines of public transport in Cieszyn [9]

4. An example of the use of MWS
in urban area
Cieszyn is a town located in Pogórze Śląskie. Administratively
belongs to the county of śląsk cieszyński (town is the county seat),
the western border of the city (about 10 km) coincides with the
Polish-Czech border, which divides with Czeski Cieszyn. The
relief of the city is very diverse. Pogórze Śląskie is a hilly highland
area with gentle hills. Hills in the area of the city most often take
the shape of long, narrow bands, stretching roughly from east to
west, which are separated by heavily branched and deep valleys of
rivers and streams. Cieszyn is an area with quite a large variety of
hypsometry, closing in the range of 225 to 375 m above sea level.
Approximately 3/4 of the city area is elevated at a height of 275 to
350 m above sea level, the maximum heights in Cieszyn, reach the
hills on north of the city (378.5 m).
The characteristic landform of Cieszyn, large differences in
height, the high rate of urbanization and the typical for medieval
towns narrow streets in the city center causing problems in the
urban system of winter road maintenance. Another problem
arising from the terrain can be surface temperature variations.
Because of the location and landform of the city, the preferred
embodiment which provide an accurate measurements may be
mobile weather sensors. Their use enables the thermal mapping,
which helps to visualize the surface temperature changes on
the road network. Analysis of existing thermal map of the road
network in the area, allows to quickly and efficiently identify
dangerous sections, where may appear glaze or ice.
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Number

Length [km]

5

11,6

10

16,8

21

14,6

22

19,7

30

15,9

30s

5,4

32

35,3

40

17,3

50

20,5

Color on the map

Public transport runs, in most cases, every day (except holidays)
at different time intervals, increased number of courses occur in
peaks: morning and afternoon. The lines of public transport have
a total length of 52.6 kilometers. Cieszyn is a medium-sized city,
so most of the lines goes beyond its borders.
Lines, which could serve as a meaningful measurement points
are lines 32, which runs from the south to the northern border
(where the terrain reaches a maximum height) and 40, which
range combines eastern and western part of the city. Both lines go
outside the city borders, so there is a possibility of measurements
at the extreme points. This choice of routes enables to receive an
optimal picture of the pavement conditions of the whole road
network in the city [9].
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OF MEASUREMENT IN URBAN AREA

Fig. 3. Course of lines of public transport in Cieszyn [9]

non-invasive. Invasive sensors are characterized by the highest
measurement accuracy, some of them allows to measure the
parameters using active method, which increases the effectiveness
of an early warning of danger. The disadvantage of these devices is
the interference in the compact structure of pavement, which can
lead to deterioration. The second group - non-intrusive sensors
- are based on optical measurements, using spectrophotometric
techniques. An innovative solution in the group of non-invasive
sensor measurements are mobile sensors. They allow to create
thermal maps of routes in real time. Their usage, along with the
implementation of public transport vehicles can be cost-effective
solution that could improve the performance of the winter road
maintenance and optimize the resources that are involved in
this process. Using of mobile sensors and their integration with
public transport seems to be a good and attractive solution for
urban areas. In order to illustrate this concept the study presents a
exemplary implementation of a system for monitoring and control
of atmospheric conditions, using mobile measurement method
in the town of Cieszyn. To illustrate the example, sample lines
of communication were selected, that are considered the most
reliable routes in measuring the city area.
According to a study conducted in the UK [10] the number
of serious injuries and deaths in accidents is 25% higher during
the day when snow has been recorded, than during the other
days. Adverse weather conditions also have an impact on traffic
conditions, research conducted at Iowa State University showed
that during heavy rain the free movement speed is reduced by
approx. 5 to 10 km / h, while during heavy snowfall the rate has
decreased by 38- 50 km / h [11]. It is worth to say, that many of
the authors examining road accidents and collisions in adverse
weather conditions indicated insufficient weather information as
the main impediment to conduct a research. It follows that, despite
the growing popularity of road weather information systems, their
number is still inadequate [12,13].
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5. Conclusion
To sum up, the monitoring of weather conditions is a very
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are many devices to measure meteorological parameters. The most
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many functions. From the road meteorology point of view, the
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ABSTRACT
Newest traffic lights coordination system’s structure contains such components as: local control, global/area control and
directional transmissions of data. Today’s wireless controllers, in addition to the standard measurement and signalling
functions (handling induction loop circuits, handling double-state signals, handling predefined signal groups), also
perform advanced communication functions. With the implementation of such communication technologies/protocols
as Ethernet TCP/IP, GSM, GPRS , these controllers are able to send text messages as well as support remote monitoring
and control. The beginning of this paper presents shortly chosen examples of current solutions of Zonal Traffic Control
Systems. Next a microprocessor model (8051) for controlling traffic lights in an intersection (normal, two-lane) is
analysed. Finally the paper emphasises the role of wireless data transmission systems in smart communication in cloud
computing and database technology solutions.

Keywords: control telematics, coordinated systems traffic lights, microprocessors simulator of control
traffic lights

1. Coordinated system traffic
lights systems. Review of
solution and technology.
1.1. Area traffic light coordination systems
The aim of the application/design of traffic coordination/
optimisation systems is to maintain smooth traffic for all participants
(pedestrians, cars, bikes, trams) according to the dynamics of road
variations.
Subject of control is coordination the traffic light programmes in
intersections under supervision. The main action is the calculation
of the dynamic changes/time-shifts (the so-called offsets) in the
light control process in intersection of a given LA (Local Area) as a
function of measured traffic loads of individual intersections.

The change dynamics is significantly influenced by such
traffic interferences as collision, privileged vehicles, local repairs
and failures, as well as other events that may interfere with the
standard rhythm of traffic.
Extensive traffic light coordination systems often cooperate with
other supervision systems in a given area, such as the Passenger
Information, Public Transport Management or Video Monitoring
Systems.
Those kind of solutions are ZTCS (Zonal Traffic Control
System) installed in Łódź and Cracow (Poland). ZTCS in Łódź
includes such subsystems like: SCATS1 - Traffic control system,
RAPID - public transport and passenger information management
system and CCTV - video surveillance system [3].
Another example of the ZTCS are the road traffic network optimize
systems implemented/being implemented powered by the system
MOTION - Method for the Optimization of Traffic Signals In Online
Controlled Networks (Cracow - Poland) [14]. System MOTION is
1

14

SCATS systems from an Australian traffic control system in Sydney. [20]
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an example of a fibreglass network that connects the Control Centre
with local, area Access Points with all system drivers connected
using fibreglass. (there were 82 on them in 2012) - Fig. 1 Supervision
of the system may be done by the administrators connected to the
management local area network (LAN).

$QRWKHU H[DPSOH UHODWHG WR WKH RSWLPLVDWLRQ RI WUDI¿F LQ WKH
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKH7766 7UDP7UDI¿F6XSHUYLVLRQ6\VWHP 2
from Trapeze - shown in Fig. 2 [15].

control logic5, performing online calibrations of traffic light
durations according to the real-time parameters of traffic in the
intersection. The intelligence of local control of the controller in the
latest implementations often refers to adaptive control algorithms.
Such algorithms are able to independently discharge a queue of
waiting vehicles in case of congestion in one of the directions
without any intervention from an operator or a parent system6.

1.1.2. Global/area control

Fig. 1. Zonal traffic control system [15]

Fig. 2. Tram Traffic Supervision System [15]

Data transmission systems implemented in TTSS using the
newest digital technologies like GPRS (General Packet Radio Service)
[4],[8],[10] and GPS (Global Positioning System) [9].
The latest solution used in are traffic control systems are the
advancements from German Gevas Software company [15]. The
firmware can be installed on any traffic light controllers with
support for required communication standards compatible with the
OCIT protocol (Open Communication Interface for Road Traffic
Control Systems). The protocol is based on SOAP3/OPC protocol4.
Contemporary traffic coordination system’s structure contains
such components as: local control, global/area control and directional
transmissions of data.

1.1.1. Local control
Local control is done by a local controller supervising the traffic
flow in a monitored intersection (Fig.4, 5 in the paper). The software
stored in the controller’s memory executes a historically-developed
2

Trapeze Switzerland GmbH - former company of Siemens VDO
SOAP - Simple Object Access Protocol. Transfers commands with the means of
XML by using http. It is described within http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP
4
OPC is a Client / Server technology. One application acts as the server providing
data and another acts as a client using data
3
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Global/area control - performs supervisory functions with
respect to local control and dynamically coordinates sets of all
traffic lights assigned to its area of supervision (LA)7. The main
control strategy is associated with the operation of unsteady states
generated in the area of supervision. These conditions are a result
of the disturbances described in the introduction.8 The operator
application receives reports of traffic events (e.g. sent from onboard computers, Fig. 4)[4],[7],[10] or other supervision services
(such as weather or municipal services). The operation of the
Dispatching Centre handling incoming requests and cooperating
with the area decision system is shown in Fig. 3. After being
fed the parameters for the area requiring priority handling, the
decision system generates solutions/a solution9 that updates the
traffic flows. In the case of several proposed solutions, the final
decision is made by the operator.

The dispatch application logic (including the Decision Centre)
is based on the area databases saved/being saved in real time
in the system. These databases contain complete and detailed
information on all monitored intersections, historical and current
parameters of their control, data on the geometry of intersections
as well as the network of connections between them. This
database information is the basis for inference and generation
of responses in decision-making systems directly accessed by
the operator using update parameters entered into an interactive
form. Needless to say, these applications are under constant
development, optimisation and solution seeking10.

1.1.3. Data transmissions in area control and
monitoring systems
Wireless data transmission systems are implemented in such
devices as traffic light controllers in the intersections of local
stations of the system. In addition to the standard measurement
and signalling functions (handling induction loop circuits, handling
double-state signals, handling predefined signal groups), these
controllers also perform advanced communication functions. With
the implementation of such communication technologies/protocols
5
Historical logic is developed from an analysis of intersection controls in the past.
The data for the algorithm are derived from historical reports.
6 One control algorithm is described in [14]
7
The purpose of traffic light control in a given LA is to optimise the offsets, cycles
and splits in real time.
8
They are: road collisions, privileged vehicles, repairs, emergency service interferences, etc..
9
The solution is to implement priority changes in selected phases of the are traffic
light programmes
10
One of the most interesting solutions involves the use of fuzzy set theory in
algorithms for dynamic changes in traffic.
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as Ethernet TCP/IP, GSM, GPRS [4], [6],[7],[8] these controllers are
able to send text messages or data into remote database , as well as
support remote monitoring and control. One of the example of such
solutions is the ASR-2010PL/16 controller [20].

Fig. 5. Microprocesors simulator of control intersections lights [own
study]

/$/RFDO$UHD
Fig. 3. The operation of an Dispatch Centre in CC (Cloud Computing)
technology [own study]

Fig.4. Scheme of handling a priority request for light change in
LA1...LAk areas. Communication between system users.
(That’s: On-board SIM/USIM card, ASR-2010PL/16 local
controller, CC Application) [own study]

3. Model for controlling traffic
lights in an intersection
The subject of the study is to analyse the capacity of a normal, twolane intersection with traffic lights and a given geometry (inclination
0, lane width 3.6 m) with a right of way road (Based on [14]). The
process of analysing capacity used theoretical methods (American
HCM 85, Canadian, Australian [14],[19]. For the purposes of
simulation methods, a computer simulation for controlling traffic in
the intersection was developed (a 8051 controlling the model11 and
C++ environment were used for this) - Figure 5.

11

The intersection model M01 from Micromade is a PCB connected to the 8255 ports
of the mP 8051. Traffic lights are simulated by coloured LEDs. (Red, Yellow, Green)
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The simulation program can operate in two modes:
Mode 1. In this mode, the simulator calculates the effective
duration of the green light Ge and analyses/calculates the effectiveness
of the intersection (LOS parameters12). Calculations are made for
different traffic flows on intersection entrances randomly given by the
user (random generator ) or for values read from a file with measured
data (local or remote database saved in http://data_measurement_X).
Based on the data, the simulator controls the lights at the intersection
(model) and displays the calculations on the operator’s/user’s
dashboard.
The algorithm for calculating the effective green light duration
Ge in the intersection shown Fig. 6
Mode 2. Mode 2 allows the user to manually set the times of
green lights in the intersection (the traffic values are set as in mode
1). The simulator calculates the effectiveness of the intersection
and calculates the results. This mode allows for direct observation
(testing) of the influence of the duration of the green light on the
Level of Service (LOS), as well as the influence on the variations in
incoming traffic handling.

3.1. The algorithm for calculating the effective
green light duration Ge
Green light duration stems from numerous conditions and
components. These relationships are described by the algorithm
and further explained by the brief comment to the calculations.
Comment: The first stage of calculations involves obtaining
traffic intensity S, which is a function of such components as: fw,
fc, fs and parameters n and f0, where:
fw – the coefficient of lane width,
fc – the coefficient of traffic structure by type (number of heavy
vehicles in the stream)
fs – a corrective coefficient of incline of the incoming road
w - lane width
n - number of lanes in a group
12
LOS - Level of Service. LOS is calculated using tabulated average values of time
loss in the intersection and can be one of the classes A to F. Class A means average
time loss <= 5s, while class F is > 60 s.
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fo – the coefficient of intersection location.
So – intensity in ideal conditions per lane (assumed to be 1900
E/h/lane)
After calculating13 the intensity (S) for each group of lanes, we
calculate the degree saturation (Y) for critical groups of lanes decides the division of green light duration between individual
entrances. (In the case of two-lane intersections, the calculations
are vastly simplified)
The calculation of the duration of one light cycle (T) requires the
knowledge of ts - time loss for vehicles in the intersection. The value
of ts depends on the evacuation times from the intersection (tep),
which is in turn dependent on lane width (w) and the number of
lanes (n). (See the formula in the algorithm). Once the duration (T)
is calculated, the green light durations for critical entrances (Gwz,
Gpp can be calculated), which are corrected due to the queues on
entrances to the intersection. This correction depends exclusive on
the number of vehicles in these queues (fig. 5).
Checking the boundary conditions (10<=G>=60)14 for the
obtained value of G protects against exceeding them. Exceeding
any of the conditions introduces a correction for max = 60 s or min
=10 s. As a result of the calculations/analyses, we obtain the effective
green light duration (Ge). The final step is to calculate the capacity
of the inlet (Ci).
The other algorithms (i.e. the algorithm for calculating the efficiency
of the intersection and others) implemented in the simulation program
– are not presented here. They were analyzed in [14].

3.2. Description of the control program
As mentioned earlier, the program operates in two modes.
In Mode 1 - user interface (Fig. 7) is used to input the data
concerning north-, south-, east- and west-bound traffic intensity
into the simulator. These data can be entered either using the
sliders (left part of the screen) or retrieved from a file (using the
button on the toolbar)

Fig. 7. Basic operator interface of the control simulator [own study]

In Mode 2 - in addition to the preset parameters of traffic
intensity (as in mode 1), the user also inputs green light duration
Gpp and Gwz (durations for individual inlets), as well as sets test
duration.
After the calculations are launched using the Start button, the
screen shows the results (Fig.7, Fig.8) and a model of the intersection
runs with blinking lights/LEDs according to the calculations.

Fig. 8 User interface with calculation results [own study]

For individual inlets

Fig. 6. The algorithm for calculating the effective green light
duration Ge in the intersection [own study]
13
This calculation does away with the corrective coefficient stemming from parking in a lane adjacent to traffic lanes, traffic blockages by buses stopping within
the intersection, turning relations in a lane group and the conflicts with oncoming
traffic lane and pedestrian traffic.
14
the adopted conditions result from the research carried out in Canada
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Si - intensity saturation
Ci - capacity
LOS - the level of service
C - reserve capacity
X - the degree of load
dw -individual time losses for
vehicles
m - the number of vehicles
approaching the
intersection during one
cycle
n - the number of vehicles leaving
the intersection during
one green light for an inlet

For intersection

Ge - duration of effective green
light
LOS - Level of Service of the
intersection
C - capacity of the intersection
X - the degree of load of the
intersection
dzsr - average daily time loss in
the intersection
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Parameters describing the intersection can be edited using the
lower part of the interface (Fig. 7 and Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Panel for editing intersection parameters [own study]

n - number of lanes w - lane width pr - inlet inclination te - time
of vehicles’ escape from the intersection tep - time of pedestrians’s
escape from the intersection lok - location: downtown and uptown
Type of traffic - expressed in percentage of heavy vehicles in the
traffic stream per inlet Inlet types - from 1 to 6 (depending on the
synchronisation in the urban road network), pn - north, pd - south,
wsch - east, zach - west

4. Conclusion
An intensive development of GMS [4,7], GPRS [4,8] and GPS
[9] technology enabled remote communication between controllers
equipped with appropriate receivers supervising (for example)
traffic light systems. Thanks to the above systems it is possible not
only to identify the intersection’s position but also to measure and
register the state of some chosen intersections elements by a remote
program.
Understandably such communication requires highly specialized
software and tele-transmission tools as well as the concept of
supervising distributed database systems. Such solutions are provided
by the CC (Cloud Computing) technology. The second part of this
paper presents a CC application dedicated to coordinated systems
traffic lights[11].
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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Transport System (ITS) in the city and the metropolitan area should be linked to the Mobility Policy (MP)
formulated and implemented for this area. On the one side, the implementation of the ITS is one of the MP tools. On
the other side, the specific parameters of the ITS (algorithms, tools, efficiency measures) associated with the elements
of MP such as its objectives, zoning, priorities. On the basis of the review of model components of MP and ITS the
common elements and significant correlation are summarized. The theoretical considerations are supplemented
with examples from Wroclaw. This article is a continuation of the author’s work and thoughts published under the
title of both issues. At their beginning the basic elements of MP and ITS are defined. Then, the ITS is described as
a tool in the context of MP’s objectives, zoning and priorities. Next, the ITS parameters such as algorithms, tools,
efficiency measures are defined in terms of the MP. Later, the author summarizes the common characteristics and
significant correlation between ITS and MP. This allows to provide dedicated solutions to Wroclaw. The summary of
the article are desirable directions of integration between MP and ITS. The key issue is here the implementation of
integration of management and development among MP and ITS.

Keywords: Intelligent Transport System (ITS), Mobility Policy (MP), integration of management

1. Introduction
As an Intelligent Transport System (hereinafter: ITS) I understand
here an integrated set of solutions, tools and strategies to support and
optimize the management of transport in the city and agglomeration.
In particular, I focus on traffic management components, including
usual vehicles or public transport means and using signaling. Signals
are coordinated in routes or in areas and performing of specific
priorities. Thus understood, the ITS was already presented, inter alia,
in [1]. The subject of present article is not to discuss the individual
components of ITS. I focus on the identification of the key links
between ITS and Mobility Policy Mobility Policy (hereinafter: MP)
will be understood (according to [2], [3]) as a continuation and
development of the Transport Policy (hereinafter: TP). In MP it is
necessary to not only change the terminology, but clear reformulation
of the content of documents indicating a different point of view. This
is mainly due to the approach of demand rather than supply, which
basically represent key provisions of TP. Programs, activities and tools
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of TP related primarily to transport infrastructure and organizational
activities on this infrastructure. Elements in the field of transport
demand side occurred less frequently in the existing policies and
instruments were not amplified to their implementation.

2. ITS as a tool of MP in the
context of its objectives,
zoning, priorities
The basic postulate for creation of MP should be targeting
these documents to the transport demand. The objectives of
the MP, the basic activities and programs are to affect human
activity. The second important postulate, is to give the new
documents appropriate degree of accuracy to allow the effective
implementation of the recorded activities and to unambiguously
assess of specific investments. Another important element is
the territorial scope of the policy. Managing the mobility (or
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transport) rarely can close within individual municipalities. The
use of MP makes sense for larger agglomerations, which consist
of a central site surrounded by neighboring municipalities (or
counties).
It will be important distinction in the areas covered by the
MP, to identify measures applicable for the zones and possibly
differences in assessment methods appropriate to a particular
zone. Zoning should be richer than in the previous TP, which
occurred several types of concentric zones around the center. As
one of the main objectives of traffic control in line with the MP
(formerly TP [1]) should be adopted deliberate and conscious
reduction of traffic mean not increasing the capacity and speed
of the network and to maintain saturation for a long part of the
day. This will include the introduction of effective priorities for
other road users. This control strategy should focus on the socalled “inner zone” of the city where it is desired to achieve a
large share of non-car travel.

3. Defining the parameters of ITS
(algorithms, tools, efficiency
measures)
The specific parameters of ITS such as algorithms, tools, efficiency
measures are the results of the elements of MP. Specific objectives, the
boundaries of the zones, the degree of priority should be a kind of hint
to determine the detailed rules for the control of traffic. Among the
possible solutions to choose the ones that are compatible with the MP.
Classification and nomenclature of zones proposed in [3] indicate
the concentration on the demand side of transport and have the
potentially large preference for ways to travel without the use of
a car. The freedom of traveling by car exists only in the fourth group
of zones. It is proposed to fitting into one of the four zones of the
following areas:
tZone 1 - Old Town area including the currently excluded
from traffic or planned to shut down “walking zone”, the
local (residential areas) centers, “downtown mobility nodes”,
recreational areas;
tZone 2 (a sort of a “cover” to zone 1) - major public transport
corridors (basically the rail), the so-called main lines, all other
“mobility nodes”, “cul-de-sacs”, insides of the settlements;
tZone 3 - broad downtown (as an area of dense and intense
development, normally closed by “inner city rings”), the
zones of “speed 30”, the other public transport corridors;
tZone 4 - all other public spaces within the territorial scope MP,
with the postulated lack of exemptions from the MP regulations
any of the areas within the city limits, and even the inclusion of
specific zones of areas neighboring communities relevant for
urban mobility (and in justified cases, they may be included in
the zone areas of higher order as 4 - for example, major public
transport corridors and nodes outside urban mobility).
The specific efficiency measures of traffic management are
recommended (such as presented in [4]). This will calibrate the
ITS not only in terms of bandwidth, but for quality of the users in
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different groups. These topics will be developed on the example
for Wroclaw - later in these article.

4. Summary of common features
and significant correlation
between the ITS and MP
Motivations for the compilation of the interdependence
between ITS and MP are shown above. The need for integration
is obvious. Specific solutions need to be adjusted to specific zones.
There is a need of the MP zoning integration with concrete areas
of ITS.
The specific recommendations can be selected (as in [1]).
1. For public transport vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists are far
more favorable shorter cycles of signals. Preferred is a cycle length of 60 s, in practice, a reasonable compromise, but
it absolutely can be a maximum length of 80 s. Despite the
possibility of modifying the length of signals by ITS in specific areas (subdivisions), the coordination of cycle length is
needed. Accordingly to MP the coordinated zone length may
have different values - lower in areas with higher preferences
for public transport.
2. Location of public transport stops should be carefully considered, taking into account the assumptions and motion control
capabilities, so as to form a convenient interchanges and ensure good accessibility. Best of all parties and, above all, at the
moment directions of vehicles to stop. Preference is given to
location of stops outside the intersections. Signaling modifications should be followed according to the movement of public
transport vehicles.
3. Good effects lead to public transport routes, regardless of the
overall traffic streets. The problem of traffic control is simplified if the proper oversight of conflict of laws relationships
vehicles of various lines (including fleet management) and
possibly the opposed pedestrian (or cyclists) traffic. The dynamic management of the fleet should be exhibited by the ITS
primarily in the main line system.
4. The specificity of the movement in the centers depends on:
short signal cycle, a short distance between the intersections
between them the movement should be coordinated, the presence of large numbers, another contradictory relationship
with priorities. In such a situation inefficient (if not impossible) becomes adaptive control (accommodated, acyclic). Better results are achieved through coordination of signals. This
points to the need for flexibility in the control strategy in ITS.
5. Possible (and even intentional) is, however, motion detection
and local influence on changes in signaling programs primarily in emergency situations or to link individual prioritization
of public transport vehicles to the implementation timetable,
extending the green signal for a large group of pedestrians, etc.
Bind it should be of a dynamic real-time passenger information.
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5. Solutions dedicated for
Wroclaw
The concept of zone system expansion refers to increase their
numbers and range. It is also important to move away from the
concentric form to the “granular” form [3]. This is illustrated by
an example from Wroclaw (Figure 1) where the previous three
zones of TP are marked (areas of various shades of green) on the
background of the city limits, the primary road network and rail(green lines) or tram- (red lines) routes. Different types of zones
should cover the entire area covered by the policy, so that there
was no places for which does not specify any adjustments. The
rules concerning the zones must interact with the terminology of
MP and relate to transport demand side.
Fig. 2. Zoning of the city and its surroundings according to the logic
of the MP - such as a preliminary proposal for Wroclaw [3]

6. Conclusion

Fig. 1. Zones in previous Wroclaw Transport Policy [3]

An example of the application of the classification presented
above for Wroclaw and the surrounding communities is shown
in Figure 2. This figure is only a starting point for more detailed
work - the zones are just examples, a complete map should be the
result of close coordination between zoning of MP and urban
development plans and the area of ITS. Areas classified as zone 1
highlights in purple - this is the Old Town and selected regional
centers of a similar nature. Zone 2 (dark green) is a neighborhood
of the main transport routes - whose exact location should result
from the Transportation Plan and priorities addressed by ITS.
Outline zone 3 (green) includes the above-defined areas. The
remaining part of Wroclaw classified into zone 4 (light green). In
addition, within the zone indicated selected suburban settlements
(as an example take the principles MP also areas outside the city
limits, and not the result of specific studies and analyzes). Beyond
the borders of Wroclaw it is also possible to distinguish areas as
zones 2 and 3.
In this publication does not provide a greater number of rules
due to the space limit (they can be found for example in [5]).
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The relationship between mobility and traffic management
(traffic engineering) I was pointed out, inter alia, in [6].
Key words “traffic engineering” and “mobility management” are
currently being expanded and non-dormant meanings. It becomes
necessary to redefine them. Traffic engineering is a field of engineering
dealing with the research process and the practical application of
traffic knowledge in the planning, design, implementation and
operation of transport facilities, especially the organization and land
traffic management, water and air. The primary objective is to provide
the traffic engineering on a system of safe, efficient and economical
movement of people and goods while reducing the negative impact
of transport on the resources of the natural environment and cultural
heritage.
Mobility has a fairly narrowly understood, was associated with
the methods of movement as a result of certain treated conditions and
processes (without impact on the outcome in the form of mobility).
Meanwhile, foreign studies of mobility (traveling behaviors) is widely
understood as an element of human activity. Mobility is to provide
travelers a wide choice of where to go to meet your specific needs.
Provides travelers are many options for all types of destinations,
including different motivations, as commuting to work, education
and leisure purposes. The method of selecting the target and type of
travel is possible through effective transportation network connecting
many alternative destinations including time, convenience and cost
of travel. Mobile traveler selects target, route and time of the travel
according to the accessibility of the transportation system.
In view of the above, the shaping of mobility is an impact on
these choices. I propose the term “shaping mobility” as a kind of
extension, and that is to use the concept of “mobility management”.
Shaping is intended to include elements of education of users of
the transportation system, influencing their traveling behavior
by raising “awareness”, “promotion” and the like. These goes
conceptually beyond the scope of the word “management”. Hence,
the introduction of “shaping” seems to be justified.
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Therefore, the Mobility Policy as a document of shaping the
mobility should be closely integrated with the Intelligent Transport
System.
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ABSTRACT
Process of ensuring the security of citizens, objects and material goods requires access to the information from sensors
located in different points of monitoring and data acquisition systems. They are a widely used in administration of car
fleet or the visualization of selected functions of transport processes. However, transmission of data from multiple video
sensors may lead to the degradation of video quality and even to lack of identification capabilities. As a result, the overall
service reliability can be decreased. The process of the system exploitation can determine the reliability of the video
monitoring services as well. This process includes the technical object (hardware and software) and the man (operator)
who exploits the system under certain environmental conditions (external and internal) and represents so called
antropo-technical approach in which the operating requirements are taken into consideration (particularly related to
reliability). The paper presents components elaborated for maintenance of reliable video monitoring services as well
as the results of selected tests showing its efficiency. Proposition of comprehensive metrics for assessing the reliability
of exploitation of video monitoring system, which takes into account antropo-technical approach is presented as well.

Keywords: monitoring and data acquisition systems, service reliability, system exploitation

1. Introduction
Video surveillance systems for many years are used to enhance
the safety of citizens and the protected objects. These systems can be
meet both in public and national utility facilities, in places publicly
available and in the areas with limited access. Monitoring systems are
a combination of video recording (sensors), transmitting, storing and
reproducing devices in one integral unit. They enable the observation
of people or objects in real time as well as the event recording for later
analysis. A characteristic feature of the video monitoring systems is
also their performance on an ongoing basis. Taking this into account,
it can be concluded that such a system represents a Technical Object
(TO) which is exploited by the man. Transmission of information
between the sensor (machine) and the operator is connected with
the flow of data through interfaces in stationary and mobile, simple
and complex architectures of system that can be divided into classical
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(ST), antropo-technical technical (SA-T) and social engineering (SST) (Fig. 1). This process is accompanied by anomalies related to the
time-varying:
1. The state of technical system and its functionality.
2. Destructive behaviour of people or/and environmental factors
(exposure).

Fig. 1. Antropo-technical (human-machine) system model [own
study]
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The anomalies of various types may have a negative effect on
the transport of data in the form of its degradation or losing. As a
consequence this leads to reduction of the service availability and
reliability as well as can cause serious financial losses.
Modern transport systems use highly developed technology to
perform the functions of monitoring, supervisory and management
of transport processes. In each of the mentioned applications, the
reliability and quality of the supervision and monitoring processes
is an important issue. Requirements for video surveillance systems
are de-fined in the area of functional and quality constraints. Quality
assurance at the network level (QoS - Quality of Service) is extremely
important because it allows prediction of the size of the available
bandwidth and the level of losses at the application layer. However,
this information will only allow a fair distribution of bandwidth
between the cameras and does not reflect the user’s requirements on
service severability. Thus in the case of video surveillance systems
it is important to consider also the quality at the application layer.
It determines the possibility of obtaining on demand services in
the specified range and under certain conditions, and to continue
it for the required period. Provision of QoS for such systems is a
great challenge and requires appropriate QoS platform with traffic
control mechanisms to handle video traffic transferred through such
systems. Although in the literature many QoS-enabled architectures
and protocols have been proposed to solve the problem of end-toend quality of real-time video services ([1, 2, 3, 4]) they are not well
suited to the large variation of maximum available data rate of video
monitoring systems. The influence of system administrator “bad”
decisions is also not reflected.
In this paper, the QoS platform is presented with ability to
negotiate the traffic contract parameters for preserving service
accessibility and reliability. It uses a Cross-Layer Data Base (CLDB)
and cross-layer signalling (CLS) to share information’s between
LINK and APP layers [5]. Suitable testing scenarios were selected
in order to present an effect of functioning of these components in
the QoS-supporting video monitoring network.
The analysis and synthesis of the selected aspects of the SA-T
operation in which inability state of essential components of the
system or destructive interactions of user can cause interruptions
in transmission or losses of information are also presented.

Fig. 2. Functional diagram of QoS platform [own study]

Streaming server (Qo3S) and RB module (“admin”) retrieves
images from surveillance cameras and provides it on demand to the
Client application (“user”). The Qo3S cooperates simultaneously
with eight cameras of monitoring system. For each video stream
Qo3S performs the procedure of video rate adaptation according to
the throughput estimated by RB. Throughput estimation and video
rate adaptation procedures have been described in detail in [7].
Additionally, RB executes also resource reservation for the selected
video stream according to the QoS requirements coming from “user”
application. The RB manages and estimates its known resources and
decides about resources allocation for each selected video stream.
The “user” application provides a possibility of communication with
“admin” module and reception of video sequences from cameras
supported by the server Qo3S. As it was already mentioned the
customer of “user” application has the ability to manually select the best
image quality and the priority of video stream in each of maintained
class of services (Fig. 3).
The division of the system into components – elements of a
TO – will facilitate its subsequent analysis in terms of reliable and
airworthiness exploitation [8].

2. Platform for service quality
supporting
the platform for provisioning of reliable video surveillance
service is based on the layer independent from the techniques as
well as network mechanisms applied in the administrative domains
of video monitoring network. It consists of the QoS-aware client
application and the QoS Streaming Server with the functionality
of Resource Broker modules (Fig. 2) [6]. The modules, named
respectively “user” and “admin”, were implemented in the form
of executable programs written in C++ and configured to operate
under Windows. They accelerates the video encoding and decoding
as well as floating point operations, so it is possible to use the full
power of x86 computing.



Fig. 3. The “admin” application window [own study]

3. The results of qualitative tests
Verification tests were performed in a demonstrator environment
established in the MUT (Military University of Technology) laboratory
(Fig. 4).The demonstrator consists of three access domains, which
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are connected by a backbone network. Two domains are a source
of information from video monitoring and one of them represents
a monitoring centre. The domains are connected over backbone
network where tunnels of predefined bandwidth are established.
Only under this condition we can use our mechanism for available
bandwidth evaluation. Reasoning about the correctness of network
components specification as regards data transmission reflecting
information from the monitoring system is based on a statistical
estimation of reliability of the software and hardware platform
forming the service chain [9]. Products of renowned suppliers of
hardware and software for both the systems and applications are the
components of the QoS supporting platform. Therefore, it appears
reasonable to conclude that the specified measuring system is a
correct and highly reliable testing environment [10].
During the tests the video from the IP Axis cameras operating
at a resolution of 640x480 was used. The server performs additional
video compression using bilinear interpolation based on the
designated bandwidth. Throughput restriction is performed by the
client application. It reduces the bandwidth of the client interface to
the value declared in the application window. The results showing
the impact of the applied-implementation on achieved video stream
quality are discussed below.

Fig. 5. The “admin” application window during the experiment [own
study]

Next, the available bandwidth was restricted. As a result the
quality of the video streams of the first two cameras was also
restricted (reduction of available bandwidth) while the throughput
for other cameras were maintained according to the values declared
for the supported class of service (Fig. 6).

Fig. 4. Architecture of demonstrator environment [own study]

The first experiment selected for discussion in this paper is
based on a video streams transmitted to client application with
different quality and priority. It represents the behaviour of QoS
supporting mechanism caused by changes of throughput given in the
transmission channel. The “admin” application handled five video
cameras. Five video streams were sent to the “user”, of which the last
three are as-signed the highest class of service and different priorities
(high, medium and lowest). During the experiment a reduction of
the available bandwidth was carried out from the maximum value
(approximately 10 Mbps) to 100 kbps.
Figure 5 show a picture of the main application window once
all cameras are plugged. With respect to the supported cameras
(marked with colour squares) information concerning percentage
occupancy of the available bandwidth is presented. The figures show
also the colour indicator which represents actual link occupancy by
each of the handled cameras. Cameras marked with red, magenta
and dark blue are serviced with highest class of service. The others
(green, blue) are not supported with developed QoS mechanisms.
In the first part of the experiment, all cameras share the bandwidth
according to the approved resolution of video stream. The overall
bandwidth occupancy is equal to 4.08% of available link capacity.
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Fig. 6. The effect of available bandwidth reduction – only
throughput for cameras supporting QoS mechanisms is
maintained (red, magenta, dark blue squares) [own study]

We can also observe only three colour bars presented in the
link occupancy indicator due to the fact that with respect to the
other two streams (without QoS support) a significant reduction
of the resources was made.
The results obtained confirm the effective functioning of the
proposed QoS mechanisms in the presence of changes in the
available bandwidth.
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4. Antropo-technical system
reliability

(2)

The process of assessment the reliability of video monitoring
system exploitation is a fundamental operation for validation of
overall system services functionality. The measurable properties
of a system reliability, respectively interpreted in a certain unit of
time (t), are expressed with [11]:
3. The required potentiality (Ep-wym(t)) – determined by the number of services that starts and continues on demands of system
users.
4. The required potential (Fp-wym(ΔT)) – a measure of utility needs
addressed by the S. This measure characterize the users’ expectations regarding the number and type of services provided
over a certain period of time.
5. The predisposed potentiality (Ep-dys(t)) – identified by a number of services possible to provide ordered by the user or the
probability of an airworthy condition (properly functioning)
for their realization expressed by the following formula:
(1)

where:
PPf_S(t,ei) – the probability of abilities of the system (ST, SA-T
and SS-T) or its components (ei) taking into account the internal
properties.
For purposes of this paper we assume that the S represents the
classical data transportation system. Then, in the analysed model
of the system, we took into account also the impact of human
machine and environmental factors. So the final model of the
system consists of three elements.

Fig. 7. The final model of the data transportation system [own
study]

Based on the assumptions given in [11] we propose to define
the SA-T reliability in the following way: „The reliability of a
anthropo-technical system is defined as the capability to perform
a system services for a defined user in the environmental exposure
conditions and to adaptation of the system components in order
to restore its correctness of operation”.
Considering the size and the complexity of factors that could
be grouped into meaningful sets of conditions in the form of the
intrinsic properties of the system, the properties of the operator
and the harmful effects of the environment, one can derive a
formula for the probability of the system airworthy. Such a formula
was derived and was presented in [8]. We use it for formulation of
the SA-T reliability indicator which is as follows:
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where:
PwW – probability of proper operation of the TO
PbOp_HCR – the probability of correct operation of the TO operator with
regard to knowledge and experience in project implementation in
time regimes determined on the basis of the method of HCR (Human
Cognitive Reliability)
Pei(Ukxh) – the probability of remaining the system in the state of
airworthiness ei after the occurrence at the object of Uk factors of
multiplicity h.
The presented formula includes hardware and software properties
of the internal components, the operator proper operation in the
presence of environmental hazards.
A set of experiments were conducted for verification of the
derived formula in a test environment similar to that presented in
Fig. 4. The test plan included the verification of the reliability of
the monitoring system exploitation under conditions of varying
the available bandwidth, constant exposure to damage of its
elements and changes in the level of operator knowledge. Research
methodology assumes the correctness of the architecture of the
SA-T in the context of its operation.
The results of experiments are summarized in the table 1 and
shown in figures (Fig. 8 – Fig. 11). The resulting trajectories of
potentiality are taking into account the following indicators:
1. Determinants:
tbase of stationary relations system and random occurrence
of exposure,
tdetailed: change in the level of knowledge.
2. The result, values for charts:
tTrajectory of ST (Ep-dys_ST), SA-T (Ep-dys_SA-T) and SS-T (Ep_SS-T) in the scope of knowledge of the Expert (Fig. 8) and
dys
Advanced (Fig. 10) users,
tDifferences in the probabilities of trajectories:
tST (Ep-dys_ST) - SA-T (Ep-dys_SA-T),
tST (Ep-dys_ST) - SS-T (Ep-dys_SS-T),
tSA-T (Ep-dys_SA-T) - SS-T (Ep-dys_SS-T)
in the scope of knowledge of the Expert (Fig. 9) and Advanced
(Fig. 11) user.
On the trajectory (Fig. 8), depending on the requirements of
the operator, determining a required critical value (Ep-dys-requirment),
below which it is believed that OT is no longer fit for operation.
For example, the value may be 0.6, and the probability of Ep-dysis reached after 7 months.
requirment
Tab. 1. Results of conducted experiments [own study]
Value

No.

Parameter

minimum

maximum

average

[%]

[%]

[%]

Scenario 1 Expert knowledge (Figure 10)

Ep-dys_ST

99,334735

99,7877975

99,56105

Ep-dys_SA-T

29,160907

89,8280945

54,16555
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Value

No.

Parameter

minimum

maximum

[%]

[%]

average
[%]

20,827015

80,8401576

44,53682

1

Ep-dys_SS-T

2

Ep-dys_ST - Ep-dys_SA-T

9,9597030

70,173827

45,39550

3

Ep-dys_ST - Ep-dys_SS-T

18,947639

78,507719

55,02423

4

Ep-dys_SA-T - Ep-dys_SS-T

8,3338924

10,300253

9,628727

Scenario 1 Expert knowledge_difference (Figure 11)

Scenario A1 Advanced knowledge (Figure 12)
5

Ep-dys_SA-T

25,55337

78,7153405

47,46465

6

Ep-dys_SS-T

18,250477

70,8393134

39,02711

Fig. 11. Scenarios A1_Advanced knowledge_difference [own study]

Trajectories Ep-dys_ST, Ep-dys_SA-T, Ep-dys_SS-T can be divided
into several major sets that are characterized by similar shapes
depending on:
tEp-dys_ST – network traffic – “slightly” linearly decreases (this
phenomenon is due to the proper functioning and high
reliability of hardware and software),
tEp-dys_SA-T – knowledge of the operator – “significantly”
exponentially descending, value of traffic volume – “significantly”
smaller than the impact of the human factor,
tEp-dys_SS-T – knowledge of the operator, environmental exposures
and human factor – “significantly” exponentially descending;
values of traffic volume are smaller and oscillate at about 1%.
The variability of the differences between the trajectories Ep_ST, Ep-dys_SA-T, Ep-dys_SS-T can be divided into two basic sets of
dys
relationships:
tEp-dys_ST – Ep-dys_SA-T and Ep-dys_ST – Ep-dys_SS-T – “significantly”
logarithmic growing,
tEp-dys_SA-T – Ep-dys_SS-T – close to constant in time.
The data obtained on the basis of the proposed concept,
confirmed the need to consider many factors component in case
of reliability of exploitation identification. These factors determine
the suitability of the technical SA-T (also ST, SS-T) and the
correctness of the network services implementation.

Scenario A1 Advanced knowledge _ difference (Figure 13)
7

Ep-dys_ST - Ep-dys_SA-T

21,072457

73,7813622

52,09639

8

Ep-dys_ST - Ep-dys_SS-T

28,948484

81,0842576

60,53394

9

Ep-dys_SA-T - Ep-dys_SS-T

7,3028954

9,0259953

8,437544

Fig. 8. Scenario 1_The knowledge of the expert [own study]

6. Conclusion
Fig. 9. Scenarios A1_The knowledge of the expert difference [own
study]

Fig. 10. Scenarios A1_Advanced knowledge [own study]
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Testing results presented here confirm that the elaborated QoS
mechanisms work correctly in conditions of changing the throughput
of the transmission channel. The results obtained show also that the
provision of video stream classification preserves the continuity of
service without significant deterioration of image quality. This enables
the support of end-to-end QoS in terms of service accessibility and
reliability.
It is worth to notice, that is possible to determine the value of
Ep-dys_ST, Ep-dys_SA-T, Ep-dys_SS-T for a properly-specified baseline
data that identify the properties of hardware and software platform,
the operator and environmental exposures. The accuracy of the
trajectory change and shape of it depends on the number and variety
of events occurring in the system environment. The presented
method is universal and can be used to evaluate the reliability of
the exploitation of the system, by estimating selected parameters of
current and future networking technologies and techniques used in
the system.
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ABSTRACT
The article presents opportunities for the Intelligent Transport System for the city of Wroclaw. In the first part the
authors illustrate the current state of the system. The next section presents the results of studies into roads in the
city of Wroclaw. The survey respondents were included, i.e. drivers, transport companies and employees of the
police, the ambulance and fire brigade. The Author’s research tool was a questionnaire, and the study was conducted
using a diagnostic survey. The remaining results show some disadvantages of the system and new perspectives of its
development. On the basis of studies the authors presented improvements of the overall architecture of the system.
This will allow the police and internships brigades to work more efficiently with primarily alert.

Keywords: Intelligent transport system, development of telematics system

1. Introduction
The aim of the paper is to present a positive impact of
intelligent systems on the urban infrastructure, and to show the
SRVVLELOLW\RIXVLQJWKH,76WRLPSURYHWUDQVSRUWHI¿FLHQF\ZKLOH
reducing the negative effects of transport development in large
urban agglomeration. The paper provides background information
on Intelligent Transport Systems, presents examples of the use
RIWKHVHV\VWHPVLQ:URFODZDQGVKRZVWKHEHQH¿WVRIPRGHUQ
techniques in transport.

2. The concept of Intelligent
Transportation Systems
Wroclaw is a city situated on the Odra River and six other
smaller rivers. It is the fourth in terms of population and the fifth
largest city in terms of Poland’s surface. Systematically major
cultural festivals take place there. In recent years there has been a
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boom of investment (IBM, LG Philips, Volvo, Toyota, Siemens, HP,
3M, Whirlpool and many others). It should also be one of the largest
academic centers in Poland with the University of Technology
and three universities at the forefront.
The English ITS abbreviation stands for the Intelligent
Transportation System.
The project aims to implement the ITS system and to increase
effectiveness and efficiency of the transport system of the City
of Wroclaw. It is to be a tool for the implementation of the city’s
policy to optimize the use of the transport infrastructure.
The system aims to inform road users about traffic conditions and
about the best route for travelling in an urban agglomeration [5].
The ITS system will be a tool used by municipal services.
This system will be equipped with a large computer system which,
through the acquisition of data from the traffic controls and
measurement devices, and public transport vehicles in Wroclaw
and processing in the Traffic Management Centre and Public
Transport will make information available to road users, public
transport passengers and other institutions.
The acquired and processed information system will optimize
the work of the ITS traffic light controllers, electronic boards
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control the text on the roads and public transportation stops, and
support the event management traffic and public transport. It will
decide which columns of vehicles will go first, and will inform drivers
and MPK passengers about accidents. The Intelligent Transport
System will control traffic on 158 intersections in Wroclaw.
It is a program based on 1440 cameras that monitor different
aspects of the traffic in the city. Almost all of them are already
installed. With the right software, they recognize the vehicle type
and on the basis of observations of a column of vehicles decide
which one is more important so that, for example, fast trams
did not have to wait at intersections. The system has a function
to program the light cycles on a particular occasion, e.g. a mass
event in the stadium. Such information can be repeated every time
there will be a match, when such a solution will be optimal and
will be remembered, the system can repeat the task and quickly
set the green light on the route of the fans and thus change the
organization of the lights in the city.
Boards with bus information run already, in addition to vehicle
departure times MPK will display messages e.g. about failures.
Information about the accident from the MPK driver will radio for
ITS Traffic Control Centre Street. Strzegomska. Employees of the
Communication Centre will enter the accident to the computer
and send it to an array landing. Information for the drivers will be
displayed on the boards after the computer system will measure
the average speed of travel on a given section based on readings
from cameras, and then sum up the travel times along the entire
route [8, 9].
The ITS costs the city zł 109 million, of which 87 million zł is
a grant from the European Union.
The ITS project with a subproject ZSTS and a Supplementary
Project will provide an ITS system.
The specific objectives of the ITS project are as follows:
tImprovement of traffic in the city
tImproving public transport vehicles
tIncrease in road safety
The ITS project includes the following components:
tImplementation of traffic control in selected passageways of
the city, including selected intersections of Wroclaw and the
environment Stadion EURO 2012.
tImplementation of area traffic control (RIA) in selected areas;
tImplementation of Dynamic Information stops (DIP) at selected
stops;
tImplementation of Information Subsystem Traffic Conditions
(PERUCHU and INFO ITS);
tImplementation of the Parking Information Subsystem
(ENPARK);
tImplementation of video surveillance at selected intersections
(road event management subsystem);
tImplementation of Traffic Management Centre functioning
correctly necessary to carry out the whole task.
Each tram is equipped with a radio transmitter and antenna
tracks through which they communicate with the system and the
exact location and parameters of a vehicle. Images from cameras
placed at intersections are analyzed by a special software which
distinguishes the type of vehicle, the number of counts, analyzes
the pace of the journey, follows the length of the queue, the data
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is sent to the headquarters of the ITS. The data from the cameras
and transmitters is processed and analyzed by the program, sent
from the center of the intersection of the ITS to allow a faster
ride by public transportation. ITS Headquarters sends signals to
change light cycles to local computers control. The system sends
additional information about threats and impediments on roads
and also about real time accidents [6, 7].
Upon completion of the delivery and implementation of various
components of the ITS system in Wroclaw, traffic engineers are
entering a phase of its complete life. Already at this stage, you will see
a lot of real benefits of the operation of the ITS presented in the table 1:
Table 1. The benefits from the implementation of the ITS system
[own study]
The benefits from the
implementation of the ITS
system

before

reduce time
changes at the crossroads

2 months

1 day

coordination of work lights
for trams

random, fixed length
cycles

adapted to the
situation at the
crossroads

flow of information e.g. on
difficulties

difficult

immediately

information on travel times
of vehicles MPK

lack

shown in real time

the possibility of reaction

after departure and
observations in the
place of

remote

improve traffic measurement

once in several years
manually

permanent and
continuous
measurement

improving the safety of
passengers and drivers

in accordance with the
procedures

integration of
services, shortened
response time special
events

support services eg. the
police

impossible

create an electronic
archive of video and
archiving the state of
traffic lights

after

Officials announce further improvements to the system and its
upgrades. Traffic engineers also think about making changes. There
is a proposal to install countdowns under the lights for trams.

3. The benefits of Intelligent
Transport Systems
7KHEHQH¿WVRILQWHOLJHQWWUDQVSRUWV\VWHPV>@
tIncrease in the capacity of the road network by 20–25%
tImproving road safety (reducing the number of accidents by
40–80%)
tReduced travel times and energy consumption (about 45–70%)
tImproving the quality of the environment (reduced emissions
by 30 - 50%)
tEnhanced comfort of travelling for drivers, passengers and
public transport users
tReduction of the cost of road fleet management
tReduced costs associated with the maintenance and renovation
of roads
tIncreasing economic benefits in the region.
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Officials claim that the ITS has done a lot of good in monitoring
the situation on the streets. Currently, traffic engineers have a preview
of a thousand cameras deployed in over a hundred intersections
on their computers. This allows them to respond faster, make any
adjustments. In the past you had to watch it on the spot.
The system informing drivers about current difficulties and
dangers allows them to make a decision on the selection of a
different, better, increasing comfort and overall traffic flow in the
city. The ITS is unable to eliminate all traffic jams in the city, but
has improved traffic flow greatly and increased the throughput of
intersections in Wroclaw.
The ITS also eliminated a lot of paperwork, e.g., in cooperation
with the Wroclaw police and other services. It provides the ability
to create electronic archive of video and archives the status of traffic
lights. Even after 2 years, you can see (e.g. in the event of an accident)
that the light actually pointed signaling. Thanks to the system we
can also permanently and continuously measure the amount of
traffic. Previously, traffic measurements were taken manually. Now
thousands of detectors still count and classify the traffic condition.
An undoubted advantage of the system is also provided by
the fact that it integrates all services. Hence the response time
for exceptional events has been dramatically shortened. You can
quickly make joint decisions and implement them in practice.
Using recordings in situations of road accidents (bumps,
deductions) by the police as evidence in disputes.
Thanks to the system drivers and passengers of public transport
also gained quick information e.g. about handicaps. Currently,
drivers and passengers are informed about the difficulties almost
immediately on the boards of light. It was used even during high
water failure on the street Oławska. In addition, the boards at bus
stops show real MPK vehicle travel time (except for emergency
situations, the system shows the electronic form of timetable) [4, 5].
The results of subjective evaluation by the user of the ITS
system is shown in Fig. 1-4 traffic. The research area is divided into
14 areas in Wroclaw. The study was conducted among 147 people.
Surveys were carried out in Wroclaw in the area of major and minor
interchanges, at bus stops and public transport. Assessments of the
main assumptions that are made in the project implementation of
intelligent transport system in Wroclaw.

Fig. 1. Sensation of drivers and passengers following the
introduction of the ITS in Wroclaw [own study]
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Fig. 2. Satisfaction rating of drivers and passengers with regard to
operation of ITS in Wroclaw [own study]

Fig. 3. Satisfaction rating of drivers and passengers with regard to
operation of the ITS in Wroclaw by year and month of the
study [min=1, max=5] [own study]

Fig. 4. Satisfaction rating of drivers and passengers with regard to
operation of the ITS in Wroclaw by year and month of the
study [min=1, max=5] [own study]
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4. Conclusion
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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to provide a review of the recent and current state of the art of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) affects the environment and human rights bifurcation of green ICT’s. The review has revealed
that currently dominant approach is either a micro-level case study approach or a micro-level statistical approach.
It is inferred that a more predictive and empirical model, which could be applied within a sector of society, ought
to be more beneficial in the long term. Moreover, there is growing enthusiasm for the benefits of ‘green’ ICT’s, but
a general oversight among environmental activists and conscionable consumers, not to mention policymakers, is
the assumption that usage of a product is the only segment of that item’s lifecycle with environmental impacts.
Post-disposal and re-manufacture challenges tend to be forgotten in state or corporate boosterism about ‘green’
technologies in telecommunications, with the costs being suffered by human beings and ecosystems far away from
consumers. Consequently, human rights are at stake, with a conflict brewing among contemporary conceptions of
human rights concerning development, telecommunications, telematics and environmental protection. AGH-UST
Open University contributes to partnership in this field of experts and knowledge-based society.

Keywords: environment, ICT, human rights, recycling, consumers

1. Introduction
Virtualization of products (e.g. CDs to mp3s), dematerialization of
transport (e.g. flights to teleconferencing), digitization of information
(e.g. catalogues to websites), diminishing of warehouses/office spaces
and shortening of supply chains are all, at first glance, positive impacts.
In fact these developments can be seen as the catalyst to achieve
integrated social development, economic growth and environment
protection is the ultimate goal to sustainable development.
The information and communication technology (ICT)
revolution may have not only positive but also negative impacts on
the environment. This paper attempts to address this question, via
a review of recent and current literature. To achieve this objective,
the paper attempts to present a critical chronological summary of
previous work. Journal papers, articles, project reports and websites
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produced so far are covered. Positive contributions, methodologies
and limitations applied are covered, with an emphasis on various
aspects such as energy consumption, transport, waste, pollution,
material efficiency, etc.
A search of recent literature in telecommunications and
telematics policy easily reveals blue-sky visions of the environmental
benefits of ‘green’ information and communications technologies
(ICTs). Contemporary research and development into wireless
networks and nanotechnologies in personal communications
devices herald dramatic improvements in sustainable production
and energy efficiency. Policymakers in Europe have prognosticated
that by 2020, green ICTs can foster a 15% reduction (equal to 7.8
billion tons) in greenhouse gas emissions through optimized
freight transport, telecommuting/teleconferencing, reduced paper
usage, and various categories of energy efficiency [1]. Advanced
cellular telephone companies like Samsung and Motorola are
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unveiling ‘eco-friendly’ phones that feature recycled materials and
reduced power usage [2].
Despite this burgeoning enthusiasm for the benefits of green
ICTs, a common supervision among conscientious consumers
and environmental activists, not to mention policymakers, is the
assumption that usage of a product is the only segment of that item’s
lifecycle with environmental impacts. A modern ‘green’ technology
with a demonstrably positive impact on the environment (such as
decreased power usage) may only be beneficial during its use by the
consumer, and there are little-appreciated negative impacts during
raw materials extraction and product disposal. Citizens and their
leaders frequently overlook the impacts of these other segments
of the item’s lifecycle, specifically if those impacts are absorbed by
ecosystems and peoples in other regions of the world.
Cellular handsets, smart phones, laptop computers, and other
modern ICT devices require manufacturing with often and rare
toxic minerals that must be extracted from the Earth, and often
in an environmentally hazardous fashion in remote Third World
locales. Meantime, rapid-moving technological innovations and
expansionist state telecommunications policies inevitably lead to
fast obsolescence in ICT devices. Accordingly, great quantities of
such devices are discarded with those same toxic minerals extant.
The usually noble endeavor of recycling becomes hazardous when
retrieving these valuable and reusable substances – a task that is
frequently handed to exploited workers in undeveloped nations.
Non-recycled ICT devices can also cause serious toxic pollution
problems at landfills.
These pre-manufacture challenges tend to be forgotten in the
state or corporate boosterism surrounding not just ICTs in general
but also ‘green’ ICTs. Human rights are at stake as well. The world’s
growing dependence on contemporary telecommunications devices
and networks can be framed as a matter of both the human right
to networked communications and the human right to a healthy
environment – categories within the international human rights regime
that are untested but growing in efficacy among activists. Particularly,
environmental human rights, while seemingly unenforceable and
esoteric, become an important issue when most of the world’s nations
are advocating ICT driven development as a matter of security and
prosperity, with some doing the same for ‘green’ ICTs.
The most significant for modern society is active contribution in
trans-disciplinary cooperation of experts focused on more efficient
prevention against different environmental risk factors of incurable
diseases of civilization as well as congenital malformations,
cancer and leukemia incidence [3-5].The are new methods useful
both for early detection of environmental risk factors including
application of artificial intelligence, cell monitoring of elements as
well as integration of human ecology, sustainable design of indoor
environment as well as eco-toxicology and innovative biotechnology
for better prevention against health hazard for consumers [4-8].

2. Environmental impact of ICT
Heinonen et al. described a concept which they termed
Information Society Assessment (ISA) in a paper published in
2001, entitled The ecological transparency of the information
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society. The Fifth Framework Program of the European Union
had largely replaced the terms ‘information and communication
technologies’ and ‘telematics’ with the broader term: Information
Society Technologies (IST). Thus proposed ISA as an assessment
tool to examine activities and approaches, to evaluate the
implications of IST. They developed a few criteria, scenarios and
indicators as tools for identifying various environmental impacts
inherent in the information society. They also proposed that
differences among countries could be considerable, so they felt
that the establishment of reliable and internationally comparable
data required analysis, monitoring, treatment and checking on a
continuous basis. Heinonen et al. also made what they considered
to be a critical point, i.e. that indicators were only a tool for
evaluation, linking the indicators more closely to the established
purposes and commitments was the ultimate challenge [9].
In 2003, a group of researchers attempted to model the costs
and benefits of policies to manage ‘e-waste’. They focused on a large
component of the electronic waste stream, computer monitors.
Environmental concerns in this matter were associated with
disposal of the lead embodied in cathode ray tubes (CRTs) used
in many monitors. It was revealed that the benefits of avoiding
possible negative health effects associated with CRT disposal
appeared far outweighed by the costs, for a wide range of policies.
This study suggested Computer Monitor Policy Simulation, or
COMPS, allocated retired CRTs across the various end of life
(EOL) discard options based on a cost minimization algorithm.
The algorithm precisely accounted for the heterogeneity of the
costs connected with each of the different options for different
classes of CRT users [10].
In 2006, Hilty et al. published a paper entitled ‘The relevance of
information and communication technologies for environmental
sustainability - A prospective simulation study’. The summary
of the principal results of the project accredited by the Institute
for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) of the European
Commission [11]. In the simulation study described in this article,
they modelled all known relevant effects on all three levels applying a
System Dynamics approach in combination with expert consultations
and scenario techniques. Nevertheless, they felt that some limitations
of System Dynamics became apparent during the project. They
indicated that the results should not be interpreted as forecasts of
the development of the environmental indicators, because their stark
values in 2020 greatly depend on the three scenarios chosen and
on majority uncertain model parameters. Therefore they believed
that this project contributed to the common understanding of the
environmental impacts of ICT and provided a useful basis for policymaking in the fields of environment and ICT.

2.1. Methodologies for impact of ICT on
environmental sustainability
As the major methodology used by the IPTS project — Impact
of ICT on Environmental Sustainability, scenarios are qualitative
planning and communication tools rather than predictive tools.
The project proposed that scenarios were particularly well suited
to this area of research since they precisely acknowledged the
uncertainty and complexity that characterized any assessment
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of the relationship between the development of ICT and
environmental sustainability in 2020. It aimed to provide policymakers and other decision-makers with numerious perspectives
on key areas of uncertainty and allow them to develop robust
strategies that could deal with multiple outcomes [12]. As we
as applied in Digital Futures project as the main methodology,
scenarios were considered as communication and planning tools
to explore complex, uncertain and sometimes disputed futures.
Life cycle assessment (LCA), being one of the most traditional
methods and systematic approach to measure the impacts of
particular products/services on the environment, in terms of
the energy, raw materials consumption, and final waste in the
complete process of production, transport, delivery, consuming
and disposal, etc., is the most favorable methodology in assessing
the environmental impact of ICT in academics. Considering
the experiences of researchers in applying this method and long
established history, LCA is so far the most reliable method, too.
However, due to the complicated nature of the ICT technology, it
is rather complicated to define the boundary of the life cycle and
the unrecognized/uncertain factors involved. Numerous studies
are based on quite a few assumptions, bounded in certain narrow
field and lack generic application to other sectors [13].
Frey and his colleagues discussed whether the Ecological
Footprint methodology could be applied to electronic products. The
Ecological Footprint (EF) methodology, developed by Wackernagel
and Rees, has often been suggested as a sustainability indicator for
the human impact on earth. EFs, expressed as area, sum up the
complete productive area of land and water ecosystems required
to sustain the resources, wastes, and emissions of a population
wherever that land may be located. Thereby, EFs can be established
on a global or other geographic level. Frey et al. proposed that the
Ecological Footprint could not compete with other assessment
tools, but should rather be seen complementary [14].
Utilizing Geographical Information System (GIS) in identifying
the environmental impacts of e-commerce or comparing the online
system with the traditional system. GIS is particularly good at route
planning in the home delivery in the e-commerce system from
the author’s point of view, such as how to optimize the route for
online deliveries within a geographic area in order to minimize
the frequency of delivery and fuel usage, etc. Some industries have
started implementing and designing the more systematic GIS
based Intelligent Transport System (ITS) for freight transport and
to refine the overall supply chain system. The potential of this tool
for decoupling the environmental impacts remains to be seen and
further researched [15].

3. Environmental issues in ICT
recycling
According to a European researcher in green computing, ‘ICT is
becoming an increasingly essential component of the world’s energy
consumption, carbon emissions, and waste stream’ [16]. The ICT
sector creates what can be more than its fair share of toxic waste. In
addition to the hazards caused by raw materials, quick technological
advancement in the industry results in devices being discarded long
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before the end of their useful lives. The same can happen due to
government policy decisions (or non-decisions) as well.
Cellular telephone handsets, at least in developed nations, are
basically discarded after two years or less even though the average
modern handset has been constructed to remain operational for
ten years or more [17]. The initial reason for this inefficiency
is the structure of service plans by leading cellular firms. For
instance, the typical service plan in the United States requires
that the customer sign up for a two-year contract in return for
a reduced price for a handset. At the expiration of the contract,
the service provider might entice the customer to stay on with the
promise of a new handset which, due to the industry’s research
and development efforts, is probably significantly more advanced
than the older phone that the customer purchased just two years
previously. The same enticement is used by service providers to
lure customers away from their competitors, so customers also
obtain a new handset when they switch companies [18].
Prompt obsolescence is a problem for electronics in general, as
advancements in product quality or new features entice consumers
to replace older products that could still fulfill their functions for
years to come. Television sets, for which some manufacturers
(Samsung, for instance) are now touting ‘green’ energy-saving
benefits, illustrate a peculiar policy-induced obsolescence and
waste problem. The US Environmental Protection Agency
estimates that Americans have nearly 100 million discarded TV
sets in their homes, majority of which are still functional but have
been replaced by newer or updated models. These devices contain
the toxic contaminants cadmium, barium, and chromium, and up
to six pounds of lead [19]. In 2009 the United States government
made hundreds of thousands more operational TV sets obsolete
through a policy decision, in which broadcasters were required to
switch from analog to digital signals. This made old sets obsolete
before their time for American viewers who chose not to receive
a digital converter box (itself subsidized by taxpayer funds) or
satellite service or purchase cable [20]. Many of the other nations
in the world are enacting similar transitions to digital television,
with varying levels of interest in managing the large numbers of
television sets suffering from policy-induced obsolescence [21].
Computers are also discarded in huge numbers well before
the end of their useful lives. Units that are just a few years old,
but still well within their operational timeframes, are condemned
by users as too dilatory or lacking the functionality for rapid
advancements in software, multimedia applications, or websites.
Computers share many toxins in common with TV sets; the US
Environmental Protection Agency claims that tens of millions of
old computers become ‘hazardous household waste’ every year in
America [22], and the US National Safety Council has analyzed
that 75% of all computers are discarded before the end of their
useful lives [23]. An American recycling expert estimates that
Americans throw away approximately 130,000 computers every
day (60 Minutes, 2008).
All of these discarded electronic devices comprise many potentially
dangerous chemicals and minerals, and recycling programs for such
products are in their infancy. In the United States and Europe, many
local jurisdictions suggest special recycling operations for electronics,
but such services are typically by special arrangement or by delivery of
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the items to inconvenient locations [20]. Cellular telephone handsets
introduce their own recycling challenges by quantity alone. In the
United States, a few institutions and private businesses, reacting to
consumer discomfort over the trashing of large amount of functional
devices, offer to collect handsets. Some of these are forwarded to
refurbishers or charities but most become part of the general recycling
stream in which there are few provisions for handling toxicity [24,
25]. The European Union has regulated the recycling of cellular
telephone handsets (by assigning responsibility to manufacturers) via
the 2002 Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive, but
this also does not solve the basal problem of toxic waste entering the
environment no matter who performs the recycling.
For all of these devices, many conscionable consumers will
reveal that recycling programs are nonexistent or inconvenient.
Those who do make the effort to send their obsolete electronic
devices into the recycling stream may be unpleasantly wondered
by how these devices are actually recycled. Due to the functional
design of electronic devices, reusable materials are not easily
removed and have to often be extracted by hand. This is a poisonous
and laborious process for those who are employed to do it. Here
is the one of the most troublesome human rights implications of
‘green’ ICTs that are discarded because of early obsolescence, as
caused by either government policies or business decisions.

4. The human rights to
environmental protection
The idea of a human right to a healthy environment has
gained popularity on the international stage as the basic human
right to existence is increasingly integrated philosophically to
an environment that can provide pure air, water, and food [26].
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights does not specifically
mention the environment, though it does have one provision
that has inspired subsequent generations of environmentalists:
‘Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the
health and well-being of himself and of his family, including
food’. Modern environmentalists have inferred that ‘food’ and
‘health’ are dependent upon a clean environment [27]. Starting
in the 1960s, activists also began to frame Article 3 of the
UDHR – ‘Everybody has the right to life’ – as advocating a clean
environment as a requirement for ‘life’ [28].
The United Nations first proposed environmental protection as
a human right in a 1968 resolution, and officially recognized that
right for the first time in the Stockholm Report of 1972. Subsequent
resolutions have declared the right of persons to demand protection
of the environment and the right not to be exposed to manmade
toxins and pollutants [29]. Various declarations and resolutions in
these areas were consolidated in the Draft Declaration of Principles
on Human Rights and the Environment of 1994. Included in this
document were the statements ‘All persons have the right to a secure,
healthy and ecologically sound environment’ (Part I(2)) and ‘All
persons have the right to freedom from pollution, environmental
degradation and activities that adversely affect the environment’
(Part II(5)). The document also regularly combines environmental
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protection to the already established human rights of ‘life’ and
‘health’.
Regardless of their enforceability or acceptance on the
international stage, environmental human rights can be a matter
of great significance in the promotion of ICTs, particularly
those that are deemed to have ‘green’ benefits. Communications
related human rights, as described above, cannot be so easily
divided from environmental human rights. In brief, perhaps
the peoples of the world have the human right to ICTs that do
not damage the environments in which they live while they use
them for interpersonal communications. If this is the case, then
these ICT consumers should not disregard the damage done to
environments far away from their own homes.
There is likely to be a basal conflict between these two
possible human rights when someone other than the consumer is
considered. In a globalized ICT marketplace, consumers are never
involved in the manufacture of their devices, they are not involved
in the extraction of raw materials and they are unlikely to live near
the locations where these activities take place. The human rights
of labourers and local residents, from mining to manufacturing to
recycling, should be be taken into account. Most significantly for
this article, and for the promotion of green ICTs, the environmental
implications extend far beyond the usage patterns of consumers and
into the human rights of people who live and work far away.
Worldwide awareness of human rights violations in not perfect,
with news services tending to report on the most blatant cases of
ethnic cleansing, political repression, or systematic injustice – a
headline-grabbing pattern that is repeated by policymakers and
researchers [30]. Therefore, the possible human rights violations
related to the manufacture of ICTs are unlikely to inspire widespread
outrage beyond the community of human rights activists.
Nevertheless, these violations should not be ignored by consumers
or telecommunications policymakers.
Conscionable consumers may be dismayed to learn of the
conflicts that are fueled (directly or indirectly) by their use of
supposedly ethical ICT devices, like the environmental and human
debacle that has been documented in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo [31]. These consumers, armed with greater knowledge
of how ‘green’ their devices really are, might be inspired to take
action against human rights violations [32]. On the political and
policymaking stage, human rights violations are increasingly cited
in calls for costly humanitarian interventions or military operations
that have ironical human rights implications of their own [33, 34].
In a globalized economy in which raw materials are extracted from
unstable nations and consumer products are disposed of in places
far from the homes of consumers, human rights violations are likely
to increase, bringing about further strife and expense for the world
at large.

5. Conclusion
This paper has attempted to provide a review of the recent and
current state of the art of how ICT affects the environment. It is
claimed that the research examined has captured the most essential
and important work to date, either for a common knowledge of this
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new area or for background study by experts carrying out future
research.
It is can be inferred that traditional assessment approaches
are insufficient to accommodate the digital technology revolution
and cannot accommodate the challenge of measuring the impacts
of ICT on environmental sustainability. New up today innovative
methods need to be created to fill this gap. An artificial neural
network based more empirical and predictive model was proposed
to extend the traditional impact study methods.
This article has also argued that two emerging human rights
will come into conflict as the world’s dependence on information
and communications technologies grows. Policymakers who
promote the environmental benefits of ‘green’ ICTs, and consumers
who use them for that reason, must acknowledge that there are
consequences stretching far beyond someone’s daily use of a laptop
computer or mobile phone. Concerned ICT firms and policymakers
should strive not just for energy efficiency, but should also strive
for improved and modified operations throughout product lifecycles
with a focus on cradle-to-grave environmental benefits and costs.
Transnational solutions should include human rights agreements
among the nations involved in the transport of ICT raw materials
and used devices. Individual nations could consider more closely
the environmental and human rights bifurcations of policy decisions
like the transition to digital television broadcasting, or policy nondecisions like allowing cellular service providers to encourage
the unnecessary obsolescence of millions of devices for business
reasons rather than technical reasons.
Conscionable consumers can assist the situation by considering
more closely the human rights and environmental bifurcation of
the entire lifecycles of the devices they use in an effort to make
a difference. Environmentalists and ethicists should not continue
to fall for the fallacy that their own usage of ‘green’ products can
automatically lead to sustainability when the true environmental
costs are suffered by peoples and ecosystems that are out of mind
and out of sight. In conclusion, it must be noted that contemporary
information and communications technologies really have made
advancements in energy efficiency and sustainable consumer
behavior, and the environmental benefits thereof are beginning
to be realized. However, concerned policymakers and consumers
should not rest on their laurels by assuming that the battle against
environmental degradation is over, especially when the human
rights of disadvantaged peoples are still at stake.
In a final conclusion, the authors would also like to emphasize
that efficient interdisciplinary cooperation among experts require
new problem-solving training. Partnership among experts and
knowledge-based society is a subject of 25 years activity of AGH-UST
Open University including consultative meetings with representatives
of administrative bodies at regional and national level.
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ABSTRACT
As a signatory to the UN Declaration on road safety and member of the EU, Poland has an obligation to comply with
relevant EU policies and in particular to halve the overall number of road deaths by 2020. To monitor the progress
in reaching the targets, the road safety situation must be evaluated and its processes understood. For this purpose
regional and national road safety observatories were launched in Poland, which triggered the need to develop special
methods and tools to assess trends and how different factors affect risk, particularly in the short and mid-term
perspective. One of these tools can be structural time-series models to explain how trends change and forecast
realistic scenarios of change. We can also use models to simulate the effects of sources of risk on selected road
accident consequences on sections of Poland’s road network.

Keywords: road safety management and modeling, safety information system, safety management tools

1. Introduction
The complexity of how road accidents happen means that
the effectiveness of road safety measures can only be ensured if
the actions are comprehensive, organized and coordinated using
a consistent set of methods and the right technical and organizational
means. This suggests that each level of administration must have a
road safety management system in place which ensures a long-term
operation and systematic adjustments and improvements so that no
opportunity to improve safety is missed.
Countries with impressive road safety track records owe their
success to methodical and systematic improvements that have
helped them halve road deaths in the last three decades, whilst
road traffic in the same period increased several times. What
this means is that societies that understand the risks involved in
motorization have been able to stop the negative trends and reduce
the risk. An important step in this process was the understanding
that road accidents do not have to happen (it is not fate that
decides, accidents can actually be predicted), but when they do, it
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is the result of faulty transport system design and operation. And
so improving the system is part of the state’s remit just as health
care and the environment [1].

2. The development of Poland’s
safety information system
As a signatory to the UN Declaration on road safety and
member of the EU, Poland has an obligation to comply with
relevant EU policies and in particular to halve the overall number
of road deaths by 2020. In an effort to advance road safety in
Poland, the importance of a comprehensive understanding of
safety problems has been identified as a critical element of any
road safety management system. To achieve this requires a crash
data collection and a management and analysis process that
provides the necessary in-depth understanding. This should be the
core activity of a comprehensive Road Safety Information System
in Poland managed by a road safety Lead Agency, which could
ensure a very strong link between data analysis (understanding
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the problem) and developing policies and programs for reducing
death and injury on the roads [2].
Poland’s arrangements for collecting, processing and
disseminating road accident data were diagnosed by the World
Bank in March 2013 in its review of the country’s road safety
management capacity. It identified the main and systemic reasons
why Poland’s road safety continues to be in such a poor state. The
report emphasizes the importance of a system for collecting and
analyzing road accident data and disseminating the information
placing it as the key to the success of road safety improvement.
Data accessibility is a pre-requisite for a results-oriented road
safety management approach. As stated in the World Bank report,
Poland does not have a coordinated road safety data collection
system [3].
If Poland’s road safety management system is to be created,
the priority should be to build a consistent system for collecting
and disseminating road safety data giving a reliable picture of
the existing situation and changes and their trends in the past.
To that end, it is also important to have all the necessary tools
and analytical and research methods. If we are to prevent negative
trends in the future and apply the right corrective measures, we
must first understand the causes of the changes.
Launched in 2014, the Polish Road Safety Observatory
(POBR1) is situated at the Motor Transport Institute in Warsaw.
The Warminsko-Mazurskie Road Safety Observatory (at the
Regional Road Traffic Centre in Olsztyn) was set up a few years
before. These observatories along with the Pomorskie Observatory
(at the Gdansk University of Technology) are Poland’s first
organizations to take on the task of collecting and disseminating
road safety information, each at their different administrative level
[4]. They may become the future foundations of an integrated road
safety information system. How effective they are and will be, will
primarily depend on how they will be organized and what powers
they will have. But equally this will depend on the availability of
reliable data (not only about road accidents but also road user
behavior, traffic volumes, etc.) and the tools and methods for
analyzing, concluding and forecasting how road safety will change.
Such tools must be identified and continually improved.

3. Outline of the safety
information system
The common understanding, which is also proposed to member
states in the EU, is that an observatory is a unit which systematically
monitors, analyses and studies road safety and, depending on its
competencies and level of operation (European, national, regional),
formulates draft guidelines and recommendations for lawmakers or
those responsible for implementing road safety strategies, programs
and preventive measures [5]. An observatory is different from other
organizations of this type (research centers, statistical offices, etc.)
in that it puts the emphasis on formulating and disseminating the
knowledge collected in a way that is easy to use and understand
not only by a small group of specialists but first of all by all users

who are not necessarily knowledgeable in the meanders of specialist
definitions, circumstances and principles of how road accidents are
studied and analyzed.
Road safety observatories, as tools supporting the process of
road safety management should meet two key roles. They should:
tfacilitate (improve) the work of institutions and organizations
involved in road safety efforts,
tact as a communications platform on topics related to road
safety and provide access to a number of users to reliable
knowledge, analyses, contacts, etc.
Depending on the administrative level (national or regional
observatory), the objectives and tasks of observatories should meet
the needs of the institutions which will be the key recipients of the
observatories’ knowledge and information, and the specific needs
of other users. As an example, regional road safety observatories
should be set up specifically to collect and disseminate road safety
data with a special focus on the regional characteristics. The
national observatory, on the other hand, should aim to collect
centralized data to provide information about road safety levels
compared to Europe and about how specific regions perform
compared to the rest of the country. Knowledge about traffic safety
should cover all aspects and suggest treatment and measures that
have been tried and tested in Poland and abroad. The tasks of
the national and regional observatories must be coordinated to
ensure that they do not operate in isolation from one another (like
islands), but instead support one another and form a network.
They should use their mutual links to collect and verify key road
safety information.
To ensure that the system for collecting and analyzing safety
data if effective, it is important to investigate the causes and
mechanisms that affect safety levels. We can only gain insight into
how specific types of accidents occur through research. This will
help to eliminate the causes. Unfortunately, such research in Poland
barely exists. There is hardly any systematic monitoring or routine
“before and after” assessments, which are key to understanding
the quantitative effects of road safety interventions. Neither do
we learn about the costs and benefits of interventions, which is
a standard procedure in other countries before embarking on a
project. This is helpful with effectiveness evaluations of road safety
programs, setting the hierarchy of particular actions and changing
them, if necessary [3].

4. Data and tools supporting
safety information system
Road accident data provide the basic information needed to
make an assessment which should then be followed by identifying
more effective methods of improving road safety. This is why each
organization involved in road and safety management, whether
central, regional or local, must have access to reliable and complete
safety data.
In Poland that access is still incomplete with some self-government
bodies having difficulty in obtaining data of a sufficient level of
detail needed to understand and solve traffic hazards. What is more

1
POBR - Polish Road Safety Observatory (Polskie Obserwatorium Bezpieczeństwa Ruchu)
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accident data are not verified systematically, which makes analysis
and use of the information more difficult.
Poland’s existing road accident databases do not operate in
a system. The only common element they have is the source of
data, i.e. the police database called SEWIK. The databases are
built for the particular organizations (institutions, agencies) and
in the majority of cases, there is no mutual use of the data they
collect. This leads to a lot of overlap and data are not used by other
organizations simply because they do not know the data exist or
have technical problems using them.
Although quite different, the problem of accessing road user
data (speed, use of seatbelts, driving under the influence of alcohol
and other similar substances) is equally important. If collected
systematically, this information provides critical research material,
and should also be used for routine analyses to monitor the state
of road safety. Recently, the Secretariat of the National Road Safety
Council has made an important contribution to data collection and
dissemination by commissioning large-scale surveys of: speed, use
of seatbelts, child seats and helmets [6].
The process of road safety management includes two groups
of methods:
tretrospective methods based on analyses of past road accidents
and
tprospective methods that support decisions to improve the road
network thanks to a systematic identification and assessment of
risk on the roads.
Prospective methods are more effective and efficient because
they help to identify the consequences of particular hazards. But
before these methods can be used, detailed knowledge is needed
about roads and roadsides. This can be sourced from road safety
inspections.
As part of analyses and research, we must identify and understand
the relationships between sources of road traffic hazard and the
consequences of road accidents. The relationships can be described
with mathematical models at the macro and micro analytical level
and then used as tools of road safety management. As an example,
for the purpose of macro scale analysis we use time-series models
to search for the relations between an observed level of risk and
socio-economic changes. Micro scale analysis can be done using
models that simulate the effects of changeability of a selected set of
hazard sources on the consequences of road accidents on specific
road sections. With no tools for effective road safety management,
Poland has not been able to objectively assess road hazards. This
is now a requirement under the EU’s Directive on Road Safety
Infrastructure Management [7]. Safety management on an existing
road network is one of the tools proposed in the Directive. It also
fits in with transport safety management in the broad sense as a
tool supporting the operation of the system. It is a procedure for
improving safety on an existing network comprising several stages.
Its objective is to:
tassess safety and identify the most hazardous sections,
tconduct a road safety inspection of the most hazardous
sections,
tselect the most effective and efficient treatment consistent
with the available funds,
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tcommunicate the hazards to road users and partners (local
authorities, police, businesses),
tmonitor the level of safety following the delivery of measures
and evaluate the effectiveness.
Developed for the General Directorate for National Roads and
Motorways in 2013, the “Instructions for Classifying and Inspecting
Road Safety on National Roads” support Poland’s implementation
of the EU Directive on road safety management.

5. Examples of tools supporting
safety information systems
5.1. Socio-economic influences’ modeling
The structural time series analysis methods [9], [10] have been
used more and more for modeling the aggregate number of fatalities
at national level in Europe [11] and therefore may be a very good
tool for road safety modeling and forecasting in Poland.
A structural model of periodic (monthly) discrete time serie s
consists of three basic components: the seasonal component, the
trend and irregular interference. It can then be extended according to
the needs of the situation: e.g. explanatory variables and interventions
can be added in order to determine the effect selected factors have on
the number of fatalities in Poland over the analyzed period. Among
the potential socio-economic factors which are known to impact the
number of fatalities, those analyzed by the author [12] include the
industry production and the unemployment rate. Also the weather
and road safety measures (or countermeasures) influence is accounted
when the possible interventions of the model are analyzed (factors or
specific events which impact the road safety level).
The general formulation used for modeling the monthly number
of fatalities with the so-called structural model is the following one:

(1)

where:
is the monthly number of fatalities,
is the variable measuring the economic factor in the month,
with coefficient β,
wkt, 1,..,K, and wlt, 1,..,L, are K+L intervention variables, with
coefficients Ok and Ol ,
μt and bt are the level and slope of the local linear trend,
γt is the seasonal component written under a dummy form,
εt, ηt, ζt and ωit, i=1,..,I, are error terms, with variances V H2 , V K2 , V ]2
and V Z2it which are not mutually correlated, for t=1,...,n.
Ft
xt

Depending on the risk factor, it is assumed in that formulation
that the relation of the number of fatalities to a measure x of that
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5.2. Tools to inspect safety on existing road
networks
Ranking of hazardous sections. The main objective of the
ranking is to select sections where the risk of being involved in a
fatal accident is the highest. It is also to select road sections with
the highest potential for improving safety and reducing accidents
costs as a result of road authority efforts.
Ranking of sections for their accident concentration is based
on the notion of individual risk (number of accidents and their
victims vs. miles travelled on that section). Individual risk relates
to the behavior of an individual road user on a road (junction,
section in between interchanges). It is defined as the likelihood of
being a casualty (being involved in a fatal accident) during one trip
or within a specific time interval when the user is at risk caused by
the road infrastructure and other road users [14].
Because urban and rural accidents differ in severity, two
measures are used:
tconcentration of fatal accidents (KWZ) which takes account
of, in particular, the consequences and severity of rural road
accidents,
tconcentration of accident costs (KKW) which takes account
of, in particular, the consequences and costs of urban road
accidents.
As a measure, concentration of fatal accidents (KWZ) includes
and emphasizes in particular the consequences and severity of
accidents occurring on rural roads where speeds are higher. The
concentration of fatal accidents on an analyzed road section is
calculated for types of fatal accidents and the period under analysis
using the following formula (2):
(2)
where:
KWZi,j - concentration of fatal accidents of j type on a road
section (fatal accidents/1 billion vkm /3 years) during i
calculation period,
i–
number of calculation period, i = 1 for calculation period
2010 – 2012,
j= w – overall fatal accidents,
j= p,r – fatal accidents involving pedestrians and cyclists,
j= m – fatal accidents involving motorcyclists,
LWZi,j – number of fatal accidents of j type on a road section
(fatal accidents/3 years), during i calculation period,
PPi –
miles travelled on a road section (billion vkm /3 years),
during i calculation period.
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Safety ranking is based on a method used in the EuroRAP program
[15]. Six classes of fatal accident concentrations on road sections are
proposed as an intermediate solution (A, B, C, D, E1 and E2). The
boundaries of classes A-D correspond to the boundaries of relevant
classes adopted for this measure in EuroRAP. Class E is divided into
two sub-classes: (E1) very high accident concentration and class (E2):
catastrophic accident concentration which covers about 10% of the
most hazardous sections of roads under analysis. Table 1 shows the
proposed safety ranking based on fatal accident concentration.
Table 1. Safety ranking of road sections based on concentration
of fatal accidents (individual risk – KWZo; KWZp,r; KWZm)
[own study]
Pedestrians
and cyclists

Risk class

risk factor is either multiplicative or semi-multiplicative, at the
level of the month. Thus, LogFt will in all cases be the dependent
variable whereas xt or Logxt will be used as independent one.
The results of the analysis performed for Poland [12], [13]
confirm that a structural times series model with explanatory and
intervention variables is an appropriate tool for explaining the
changes in the monthly number of fatalities in Poland for the period
1998-2012, in relation to economic factors such as the industrial
production index and/or the unemployment rate. Thus the model is
an appropriate tool to be used by any road safety monitoring body
(e.g. an observatory).

Concentration
of fatal accid.

from

up to

from

up to

from

up to

A

Very low

0.0

2.4

0.0

0.8

0.0

0.5

Overall

Motorcyclists

KWZ

KWZ

KWZ

(accid./1 billion vkm)

(accid./1 billion vkm)

(accid./1 billion vkm)

B

Low

2.4

9.7

0.8

3.1

0.5

2.0

C

Medium

9.7

16.7

3.1

5.4

2.0

3.5

D

High

16.7

28.4

5.4

9.3

3.5

6.0

E1

Very high

28.4

41.4

9.3

13.6

6.0

E2

The highest

>41.4

>13.6

8.8
>8.8

Concentration of fatal accidents has three categories of road
users: all road users, vulnerable road users (pedestrians and cyclists)
and motorcyclists.
Ranking of road sections for network safety is based on
societal risk (number of accidents and victims vs. length of the
section). Societal risk refers to behavior of groups of road users on
a road (junction, section in between interchanges). It is defined
as the sum of consequences of specific severity suffered over an
analyzed period and on a specific road. In order to differentiate
between road sections where accident costs are the highest and
sections that have the biggest potential for reducing accident
costs, two measures are used:
tdensity of road accident costs (GKW) which takes account of
total costs of road accidents on road sections,
tpotential for reducing accident costs (PRKW) which takes
account of road safety actions.
Road safety inspection on a road network. A road safety
inspection is an element of the road safety management system and
part of preventive measures taken by road authorities. The objective
of road inspection is to identify hazards and sources of hazards on
a road network in order to implement effective steps to improve the
safety of road users and the standards of the road network [16].
Road network inspections are divided into three types: general,
specific and special. General inspection (OK) is conducted in the
daytime and is designed to inspect the condition of elements along
the road and assess their impact on road safety. General inspection
is a systematic activity conducted at least once a year focusing on
hazard identification. The aim is to ensure that maintenance work
is effective and efficient and infrastructure work is planned
well ahead.
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Specific inspection (SK) is conducted in the daytime and is
designed to inspect specific sites which were identified as accident
concentration sites or sections during the ranking or as a result of
general inspections which identified hazards that can potentially
cause serious accidents (fatality and serious injury accidents).
Nigh-time road inspection (NK) is designed to analyze how
the road and its equipment are perceived with no natural light. The
purpose of the inspection is to understand the quality of lighting
on hazardous sections such as junctions and pedestrian crossings.
It is also designed to assess the night-time visibility of signage and
the possibility of drivers being dazzled by oncoming vehicles and
roadside elements (e.g. advertising).
Road works inspections (RDK) is designed to check whether
road works in progress are properly organized and secured for
safety reasons.
The results of the inspection may be used for updating technical
conditions and design guidelines and supporting decision-making
when selecting corrective measures.
As an example, when a hazard is identified during an Inspection
involving trees growing along the edge of the carriageway, the solution
could be to remove all the trees on that section. A modification of the
situation would mean removing trees that are the biggest hazard and
protection would involve putting up safety barriers.
Once identified, the defects should be assessed and classified into
one of four classes of hazard: Class A – low, Class B – medium, Class
C – high, Class D – very high. Risk classes are assigned to the different
defects: high - unacceptable – defect class D, medium – conditionally
acceptable (acceptable on the condition that it is treated) – defect
classes B and C, low – acceptable, defect class A. The risk classes require
specific action: immediate, spread over time – when transitional
measures are used, postponed. The classification will depend on how
inspectors will assess it (using their knowledge and experience), but it
will primarily depend on objective measures of hazard.

5. Conclusion
Research is on-going to deliver tools for road authorities and road
safety observatories to help with making an objective assessment of
hazards, classifying the defects and finally selecting appropriate
corrective measures. Today inspectors can only rely on their knowledge
and experience without any support in the form of objective measures
of risk.
Detailed models will have to be built to describe the relations
between safety measures and elements of the road and roadside
which potentially pose a risk to road users. The models will be based
on traffic volumes and actual speeds. These will be the two basic
determining factors of risk assessment. The work covers different
areas: rural, periphery of urban areas, sections of transit roads
passing through small towns and central parts of cities. Fast traffic
roads will also be included. The work will come as a continuation of
previous work of the authors.
While the methods address national roads with all their specificity,
local roads, especially regional and county roads, require a similar set
of methods. There is hardly any safety inspection on local roads. Better
road safety cannot be confined to national roads only, and more must
be done to cover the entire road network in Poland.
7PMVNFr*TTVFr/PWFNCFS
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